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YOUNG WILD- WEST ON THE WARPATH
Arietta Among the Arapahoes.
BY AN OLD S<JOUT.

\

they
Two of them were nothin g more than boys, since
of
man
a
wai;
one
ity,
major
had not yet attain ed their
CHA PTER I.
of
girls
w1•rc
bro
iiYe,
thirty , one a young woma n o.l'. twenly
might
who
man,
China
• ~c\enken or eighte en and one a
THE C1DlP ON THE RIVER .BANK.
haYe been anywh ere from tweuty to fifty.
g
One of the boys wa,: deei<lrdly han<lRomr, and ~o dm;hin
ha
1'he 1:mn was sinkin g below the line of the 'l\mic
stalsorrrl
l
fast \1·as he as he sat on the back of a thorou gbbret
ra11ge and the dancin g spot~ of silver and gold were
farnrnblc
illa lion that he would haYe been bound to excite
lea,·in g the surfac e o.l'. the stream known as the Amarv
comm ent anywhere .
.
River.
'
. \.tlii:ed in a neat-f itting bUit of buckl'lkin that was rathel
as
::'.lome of the distan t peaks were snow- capped , and
tipped
ero
:,;ombr
, a
them a c•Jaborately trimmt•d \rith i::e:arlrt .fringe>
the last ray1> of the declin ing orb of day £ell upon
a wealth of c hc~tnut hair
and
heatl
his
upon
back
well
glare of dazzli ng whiten ess was throw n out.
lo be a typi ·
just lrnngi ng below his should ers, he surely loolm1
All was peace and quietne~s in that wild spot, for
cal young ~\.mrrican of the wild \\'est.
then Eilence reigne d suprem e.
g
And that wa5 ·. just exactl y what he was, for the dashin
of the
But one look into the thicke ts that lined the ~idc
Wild
and hands ome young rider was no otlirr than Y om1g
~ountain \\'Ould lrnve been ufficient to cause the casual
,
Saddle
thr
of
Prince
the
as
s
friend
beasts West, known to his
obserYer to think that it was just the spot -for wild
the
a:;
ci::t
w
·
the
hout
throug
foes
and
and by both friend s
to hold forth and make their trips to the sluggi sh stream
Cham pion Dea<lshot of the West.
for drink.
aml
Fearle ss and cool at all !"tag~ of t. he game, ~trong
in the
.\roun d a craggy peak that ton·erecl manv feet
Wild
Young
right.
the
as aciiw and cYer rrady lo fight ~r
11ir a trail wound its way, following the crooke d stream
or fa i •·
\rest wa~ one to hr rrn 11 la ~rd by cYrry tnH' IO\ r r
far a~ one would be able to see· towar d the west.
veins.
s
hi
h
throng
the play who has \\'arm, red blood fio,1·ing
The trail wa~ not one that had been used much, for
nne
Cheye
\Yith Young \Yild iYe~t \rere hi~ partne rs,
and the
hoofp rin ls \rcrc few arn] scarce ly disting uishab le,
Char, the wi(e of Chc~·<>nne
so that onlv the CharJi e and ,Jim D,ut; .\mm
' n·agon-track~ had almoi-t become filled
Eloise Gardn er. thr ;;wcetand
ck
1furrlo
a
lie: Ariett
' .
fointr!"t traces of them <:<oulcl be discer ned.
I
week, heart of onr hero and ,Tim Dart.
Certai n] _,. no one had paseed that wa~· within a
Of eour;;e.. the China man \\"HR with thr dashin g young
or thr tra<'kR wou Id lrnYe ~hown plaine r.
he was one
ted 1 dearl~liot, for it has alrcacl,v been stated that
But just as the 1rnu ,;auk below t11e moun tains a moun
jagged of thl' party of seven .
party roundecl a !.>end and came to a halt below the
But he onlv acrom panied them . in the capaci ty of 'l
peak on the bank of the river.
in the way of entermales and three RC'rnnt. th011!!h lie• often rli<1 much
Til('l'C wrre RC'YC'n in the party, four
dull.
grew
gs
evP.nin
the
• J taininp- thrrn . wl1cn
female s.
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ti the name of the Celestial,
and-w ell,
"I think Anna is right, Et,'' spoke up Eloise.
"lt
later on.
must be that the river has an outlet somewhere,
you
find the party of seven they are simply traveling
know."
_ 1gh the wilds of New Mexico in search of adven
ture
"Well, I suppose it has, of course. But it hardly seems
and, incidentally, prospecting for gold.
possible that any of that water will ever get far
enough
Cheyenne Charlie aLJ Jim Dai;t were attired in a
fash- to mingle with the salt of the sea."
ion similar to Young Wild West, while the girls,
as they
The girls soon turne d to assist in getting the camp
in
always called them in speaking of them, notwithstan
ding order.
the fact that Anna was a married woman, wore comb
inaThey were used to it, so it did not take very long.
tion riding and hunti ng costumes.
Twenty partridges had been shot that day by memb
ers
All save the Chinaman were armed with Winc
hester of the party, and the day before a fine young
buck
and
a
rifles of the latest patte rn, and in addition to their
car- black bear had been killed, so they were not
likely
to
go
tridgc belts, displayed Colt's revolvers and hunting-kni
ves. hungry.
Two pack-horses carried their camping outfit, the
ChiThey had plenty of supplies along, for they alway
s
naman, who, by the way, was mounted on a pieba
ld mule, loaded up at every place they came to
that had a store
being in charge of them.
in it.
"Well, boys," said Young Wild West, as he broug
ht hii:;
As soon as the two tents they had with them were
put
horse to a halt and looked at the surroundings, "I
guess up Wild and Charlie attended to the horses
, while Jim
this will do for a camping-place. What do you
think and the Chinaman gathered wood for a fire.
about it?"
"Wha t is it going to be, venison, bear steak or broile
d
"Just the place, I should say, Wild," answered
Jim partri dges? " asked Arietta, as she made ready
to assist in
r£rt.
cooking the supper.
"I reckon we couldn't git a much better place
if we
"Bea r steaks fur me!" answered the scout, who
had it made ter order," Cheyenne Charlie liaste
ned to very partiai to that kind of meat.
add.
"Broiled partridges for me," Wild called out.
Charlie was an ex-government scout and India n fighte
r,
"All right, " was the reply; "we will try and satisf
y
and so used to the mountains and plains was he
that ho .i evt;?rybody."
,
could locate a good camping-place almost before they
came f; There was a laugh all around at this, and
then the
in sight of it.
ing began.
But in spite of his varied experience he always left
it to
Hop Wah was a cook, but the girls generally he ,
the young leader of the party when any good, hardthink- out just because they liked to do it.
ing was to be done and judgm ent to be used.
He always washed up the articles used after the
meal
Young Wild West was only a boy in years, but in everywas over and packed them away where they would
be
thing else he was a man.
handy when next wanted.
With one accord they all dismounted.
This and looking after the pack-horses was about
all
"This river looked like a tiny silver thread when
we that the Chinaman did.
first sighted it this afternoon,'' said Arietta, as she
brushed
It was. dark before the supper was ready, £or the
moback her golden locks a.n d looked at the muddy water
be- ments had been flitting by rapidly while they were
getting
fore her. "The re is nothing so very pleasing about
it things in order and looking out for their horses
.
. now, is there ?"
It was quite a comfortable spot that Young Wild
Wes
"No, there is not," answered Eloise, the dark-e
yed had selected for a camping-place.
sweetheart of Jim Dart. "But we ought to be glad
that
High above them the jagged peak reared itself,
and
we are able to pitch our camp at the side of a river.
Water right at their backs was a cliff with an overh
al}ging ledge
is something we cannot get along without, you know
."
something lik.e twenty feet, and before them was the
river.
"Tha t is right, and, as muddy-looking as that in
the
Though the weather was not freezing, it was
cold
river is, it will answer our purpose very well, for
when enough after the sun went down to make
them
feel
the
we dip it out it will seem to be quite clear."
want of a fire, and as they sat about it waiting
for
the
Cheyenne Charlie's wife stepped up close to the
two supper to get done, our hero and his two partn
ers made
girls.
.
up their minds that pleasure could be derived from
the
"Watching the water as it runs on clown towar
d the mere looking at the flames 0£ a brightly-bu
rning campsea ?" she asked.
:fire. ·
"I doubt if any that w.e see going past here will
ever
The £act was that they could ' not be satisfied i£ they
rereach the sea," answered Arietta.
mained in a thoroughly civilized place longer than
a week
"Oh, yes, it will," Anna declared. "It may be
some or two.
time in gettin g there, but this very water we are
viewing
Young Wild West, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart
had
now will mingle wi~h that which is in that Gulf of
"Mexico, lived adventurous lives since they were old
enough to know
and that ii:> really the sea, you know."
. what a gun was, and they were not ready to quit
now.
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Hop Wah was gifted with the art
seemed.
1,, .'

-

t
'
r existence, it
Dan ier was the very salt of thei
e he had been in th.: · ·
sinc
and
nt,
exte
t
grea
be
I
ld
wou
that she
d men " of ti.~
Ari etta was about the same way, only
he had learned the ways of the "ba
r
love
ng
you
ing
dash
~
her
re
whe
\ satisfied to stop any place
perfection.
•.
teis
rs.
grea
arte
bling was the
chose to make hi~ headqu
He had learned to thin k that gam
very
so
been
not
had
and
they
le
sky now
And Ann a and Eloise, whi
to be had, and he liked to drin k whi
ned to love the rolling pleasure
lear
had
t,
Wes
wild
the
in
long
then .
fait hfu l servant, and
I plains and the rugged mountains.
But with all his fau,lts he was a
best of health
the
in
been
not
had
life, he was wel~
se
ter's
Eloi
mas
Then, too,
as he had once saved his young
t.
Wes
wild
t
grea
fit to do so.
the
saw
to
he
e
as
when she cam
him as long
red cheeks come to remain with
with
ng,
stro
and
as he husdy
stur
tune
a
was
of
But now she
Hop began humming a weird sort
gun.
and
le
sadd
the
to
used
and
and bkewn hands,
his work done.
littl e camp under the tled to get
se Cheyenne CharPict ure to yourself, reader, that
But thi s particular tun e did not plea
ing
fl.ow
lla
arvi
Am
the
of
ers
wat
for the Chinam an on
frowning cliff, with the
lie very much, since he had it in
New
n
ster
hea
nort
of
s
wild
eme
two or three times while
silently by, in the extr
his account of having been swindled
and
t
Wes
d
Wil
ng
You
y
env
.
Mexico and you can but
playing card s for money with him
ion tha t he knew all
opin
the
had
.friends.
The scout had always
they
that
this
like
s
tnes
quie
l he had a few sess ions
/ But it was not all peace and
· about the game of draw poker unti
·
met with.
part ners would have with Hop.
ht-of-hand did him
If it had been, our hero and his
The yellow-faced heathen's sleig
search of excitein
re
whe
else
e
gon
and
was that he got the
it
it
s
of
d
soon tire
great service in the game, and thu
he played with.
else
ger.
dy
did everybo
ment and dan
just now, he best of Charlie, as he
ger
dan
te
cipa
anti
not
e innocen t fl!did
som
hero
with
Though our
When Wild caught him playing
t.
kep
was
what he had
ch
wat
back
a
quit and give
saw to it that
at what low he always made him
ng
telli
no
was
e
ther
for
did,
Thi s he always
e roving crowd of out- won.
will give us anything
time they mig ht be attacked by som
"I wonder if the; yaller galoot
e
littl
the
r
nea
too
go
not
d
last tric k he
laws or renegades, who dare
tim e?" the scout observed. "Th er
this
new
min
the
~gh
thro
e
ther
~owns _th~t were scattere ~ here andfear of bemg summary t don e fur us was one of his old ones."
seen it befo re," Wild
mg district of the territory for
"But it was a goo d one, if we had
.
shot or hanged
of Indians on the war- answered.
ter see somethin' new
And then there were often bands
"Th at's so, too; but I'd jest like
were
kins
reds
the
te
'wri
we
ch
whi
of
e
" at the tim
path, for
s, as they called the this tim e."
e up H op, who overnot fully satisfied tha t the paleface
"Me showee velly nicee tlick," spok
.
them
rule
to
able
whites, were capable and
arks.
it well, too. But heard the rem
then, smiling as inAll this our friends kne w-k new
H e soon got through his work, and
it.
over
ried
hed the party as they
they were not the least bit wor
nocently as a littl e child, he approac
good
a
give
to
sure
be
ld
wou
glare of the camp1£ they were attacked they
nea r the foot of the cliff in the full
sat
the
t
Wes
d
Wil
ng
You
not
account of themselves, for was
and could he not shoot fire.
along the river bank,
Champion Deadshot of the West,
Jim was walking back and forth
any attention,
as quick as ligh tnin g?"
was the only one who did not pay
he
so
n
doze
a
p
whi
ld
cou
he
With his two part ners at his side
what was goin g on.
iding things though he could see
prov
,
time
any
at
es
gad
rene
te
handkerchi ef tha t he
whi
redskins or
Hop took out the big yellow silk
al.
ection, as he was
equ
insp
e
were otherwis
held it up for
prepared by always carried and
been
had
that
per
sup
of his mys tifying
good
one
read y to do
Aft er the very
Dar t to wont to do when he was
Jim
d
gne
assi
hero
our
n,
eate
the girls had been
rs of the night, and tricks.
chee," he said, shu tstan d guard for the first three hou
"No w me bolly Misler Charlie's wat
:
said
he
,
Wah
then, turn ing to Hop
and turn ing his face upward.
the plates and things ting his eyes
either, you heat hen ,"
"Ju st get a move on you and get
"No , yer won't borr er my wat ch,
peryou
see
to
or
hum
the
in
just
t. "You- -"
washed up, Hop. I am
was the quick retort from the scou
ks."
tric
and
shor t, for at that
form one of your sleight-of-h
Wh at he was goin g to say was cut
;
etly
swe
ling
smi
,
stial
Cele
and in a low tone of
"Allee ligh t," answered the
ant Jim Dar t cam e up lmr ried ly,
inst
ee."
soon
"me do velly nicee tlick putt y
ed:
no one would have voice exclaim
r in caTo look at the Chinaman just then
redskins are coming down the rive
of
lot
"A
n,
plai
a
just
than
e
dreamed that he was anything mor
gdom, such as can be noes!"
t, springing to his
every-day native of the Flowery Kin
"Is that so? " said Young Wild Wes
land at the
our
in
n
tow
and
city
y
for them, for the
y
ever
read
ost
seen in alm
feet. "I gue ss we had bett er be
ing for trouble.
look
::
heri
present day.
'chances are that they are around
.
idea
n
take
mis
a
But this was
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I
there were any outside of the rcserva- ·the
rest rema ining near the middle of the strea
m, which
I h<lppened to be quite wide just there.
owed ,Tim to the bank and foun d out that the
Since tl1e redsk ins had seen the campfire
and knew that
<1d not made any mistake in what be said.
'someone must be there , Wild thou ght he
migh t as well call
But were the India ns hi ends or foes?
That was the out to tho~e in the canoe.
question.
Ther e was a chief in it, as could be seen by
his feath ered
head-dress.
"Hel lo, redsk ins!" the boy called out,
(;Qolly. '"What
CHA PTE R II.
is the troub le?"
·"Ug h!" came the reply ; ·•lnj nn::; want palef
aces to give
\\' IIA'l' Il.\.PP.C:XED TO illG OIIIE F
JU)IP ING STAG.
some salt and some firewater."
"W c can ~pa re you a little salt, l guess
, but we haYc
The approaching India ns did not see the
campfire of no firewater,'' Wild answered,
know
ing
very well that
our friend~ until they were nearl y oppo~ite
it, since a thick there was going to be troub
le, but think ing it best
growth of trees and bu~hes lined the bank
above the spot civil until there was.
irherc it was loeatcd.
The prow of the canoe soon struc k the bank
.
\Yhe·n they did :-;ee it they ceased padd ling
A young buck prom ptly seized the grass that
clown the
lined
it al
ri 1·l'r and ~wnng for the opposite shore.
, swung the light ly-eo nstru cted craft aroun
d until it was
This move ~atisfied Youn g Wild We8t that
they were a side to.
. ho.,tile band.
'rhen the chief stepped boldly upon the
bank, throw ing
out his chest to indic ate that he was one
The young deadshot had his rifle in h.is
who thou ght con11anc\. as dicl
siderable of himself, as he did so.
h~" hrn partn ers.
in ea:::c the recl,;kins decided to attac k them
.He foun d hims elf stand ing in front of
·they would
a fearless-lookrnct·t wii.h a rery wc1rm reception, and they
ing
boy an insta nt later .
\Yonkl not all
,.;t1c·cC t Ll in ret1e:lu ng the bank.
"Ug h!"
·
"Ug h!" answered Wild, prom ptly.
"Ul't baek in the i,;liadow, girls ," our
J1cro whispcl'CU .
•· i\Ie Jum ping Stag , heap muc-h lJig chief
"I lo1i"! lei the recl::;kins see you. 'l'hcrc
of Arap ais no need of lethoe.~,
" grun ted the redsk in, throw ing
I in6 tht>111 know that there arc fenrnles
his chest out ::iti 11
in onr pm·ty."
furth er and smit ing it with hi~ clenched
'l'hc· girh; obeyed quickly.
fi L
"We ll, .Jum ping Stag , you may be a big
They lwll their rifle,;, and if iL came lo
cl1ief of th"
n fight they
Arapahoe~ and all that, but yon
1rnt11<1 hel1• not a I iti.k, e:>pec:ially Arie tta, who
can't get any firewater
could hanil le
here, because we have n't any to giv<' yon.
a ri fk 01· rernlYt'l' <I" 1rnll as the average man
You are welof the West,
come lo a little salt, if that will do you
am! -he wn,; not afrai d to 8hoot a hoi,;tile
any good ."
India n any more
"Ug h! Inju n chief must have firewater."
U1;rn "he 11·n .i lo pull a trigg er on a wildc
at.
''We ll, if you must have whisky you will
~he had bt'en taug ht that self-d
have lo go
efense is the first natsomewhere else and get it; you can't get
ural law, and as her paren ts had .been mass
it
here
."
acred by In"Pal eface heap much talk; no give chief
dian", her feelings toward the race were
whis
ky mr
not kindly.
make troub le.''
Our hero counted the canoes and found that
·
there were
"Oh ! is that so? Well, you just start right
six oE them, with an average of five inma
in and make t
tes to each .
your
troub le if you want to. Don 't you have the
But there wer~ se1cn or eight squaws and
idea tlwj;_ a
some papooses
you can scare us. The minu te you go to
nncl ohlN d1ilclrcn with them .
maki ng troub le
aroun d here ~omething will happen to
lt 1rn:; not hard to tell this, since the stars
you, remember
were shini ng that. ''
brightly and the light th;y gave out was
w.
snfficient.
With out turni ng his heacl, the India n .said
"'I'hc y are Arapahoe , a~ sure as I live! ''
some
thing
in
declared Wild,
a low tone in his own tongue.
as the large r of the canoes slowly turne d
and headed for
Wild knew that the rema rk was addressed
b
the shore where the thrre were crouc hing
to those in
behind the
the
cano
e,
and
that it no rloubt meant dang er to them .
bushes.
Char
lie
and
Jim
had not allowed themselves to be seen
"Tha t's right , Wihl ," said the scout. "Wh
at in thun - by the red visitor, but they were
with in a few feet of him.
cl er. are they doin' 'way ~lawn here, I'd like
ter know ?"
They were simply waiting to ~ce what Wild
"Oh, they arc cutti ng loose from the reser
mean t to
vation, that' s do.
h
all_,'' remarked Dart . "'l'he re arc all kind
s of redskins
No matt er what it was, they "·ere ready
0
.
there , you know."
. "Red skin, " said our hero, speaking in
a voice that was
"We ll, they are Arapahoes, all right ," said
the scout, l full of mean ing, "~1 ou get into
that canoe, and be quick
shak ing his head in the grim way ,that was
peculiar to hi~ I about it! I mean what
I say!"
when dang er lurke d close at hand .
At this the redsk in threw his head arou nd
ch
so he could
On came the singlt- leadi ng canoe, strai ght
for the bank, get a bette r view of the daFh
ing boy's faee.
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s you! You tom of the little craft he had been
"Ugh!" he excla imed; "Jumping Stag know

•,
much strong armi> of a couple of hii:; followers. ·
Youn g Wild West, the palefa ce boy brave. Heap
wl1~
to
as
us
anxio
bit
Our friend s were a little
talk, but no fight. "
ndrels would do next.
:oc:ou
1
than
"So you know me, do you? Well, that is more
,
before
you
lt seemed that they would surely make an attack
can say of you . I don't know as I ever saw
Now
not.
them, especially alter what had jul'lt tranRpired.
nor do I care wheth er I ever see you again or
you know
But ::meh was not the case.
then, you heard what I said, Jump ing Stag. If
tbc one
s
alway
I
that
know
to
ought
you
all,
at
Instead, the canoet> slarlc ll for the other i>hore,
' anyth ing about me
tlwm.
with
1
thnt hnd been overhtrnL d bring towed aJ011g
mean what I say.''
".But
"l guess thry mean to wait awhil e," ~aid \rild.
n move
'rhe chief gave anoth er grunt , but did not make
n."
certai
i:;
they dou"t m an to let it go nt thif:, boy~, i.lrnl
to step back into the canoe.
"'rhcy "ll
"Yer kiri bet they don't! "' exda irncd tl1e scout.
knockWild gathe red his muscles with the intent ion of
they comp they'l l
or the be back ag'in afore mornin", an' when
ing the Inuia n backward, either into the canoe
make thing s hum Iul' awhile."
water , he did not care which.
on
"'!.'ha t's right. Now, Jim, you ju;;t keep a watch
s and
Just then a yell came from the braves in the canoe
a
have
wp']l
so
,
camp
while we go and fix up the
1-the splash ing of padclies told that the Tndia ns were hurry~ them
chance if they do conw back."
.)lg to get to the bank.
"All right,'" an,;werecl Dart; "go ahead ."
Biff !
;" a~ked
"Hav e they deeiLled to lea\'e 11:; alone, Wild
shorty Wild struck the chief a blow just under his left
to thl'
<',ily
1tu1'!'i
tame
;;cont
the
and
Ariet ta, a::; our hero
f rib.
camp.
Crash !
!~<'
"l•'or awhile they have, Et,'' wa:< the TC'ply. ··But
1y
square
ng
Jump ing Stag went over like a ten-p in, landi
IH'
will
They
gne,;s.
l
"~·
tritky oconndrels mean bu,;ine
in the canoe.
L'annc·
the
inlo
ehid
thr
ed
ed in back before morni ng. I tumbl
But the» frail crafl was not used to being board
into tll(•
i;o hard ihat he upset il and ,;enl tlw whole lol
that way, and it did not stand for it.
we hail
hi1H
told
1
~e
but thr watcT. 1f he Wt1>; ready to iiglit lm;<lll
Tt tmne d over instan tly, and all its occup ants
read.1·
ii('
we·11
But
now.
that lined no whi"ky, he certa inly will fight
young buck, who was 110l<ling fast to the gr~ss
work
to
.gcL
jn,;l
Hop,
t11e water. f1H' i.lwm when they eou1e, I guess.
the bank, were tumb led uncer emon iously into
1low11
lir
r:lll
we
; ,:n
e to Te- hcrc•.ttnu hrlp get thi:< fallen hw nrin;:,
''Ha, ha, ha I" laugh ed Cheyenne Charl ie, unabl
it."
behind
from
,.:hoot
ancl
fix ther measly coy~train himse lf. "Tha t's ther way ter
an adIt wal'l not a \'Cl') largt1 ln'e, Ind il ll'l>uld 111Hke
in a good while !''
seen
I've
otes, Wild! That' R ther best
of
holLl
got
dinl<'l.Y
i111me
mimble brcm;lwork, so llw thrPe
Wild laugh ed himi;elf, and RO did Jim.
1lwy
on
po:;iti
fli(
lll
d
now be- the i-;maller end ancl drng-w·d it ;1rnu11
Thou gh they both :knew that the situat ion fo1d
wanted 1.o get it in.
come ::;eriom;, they could not help ii..
~torm
'J'hc tree lrnd bel'n uproml'cl b~· the fm~· of somt>
cried.
"Stan d J'eady, boys, and give them fits!" our hero
::;till held fa~l.
'rhey mean to kill us, so and it~ root:;
1 "If they try to land, shoot to kill.
no difference, since the butt wa" in ju,.:r
made
But this
tage !"
we must n't let them get the least bit of advan
peerin g about the place U1Jy wanted it.
They crouched low to the groun d now, and,
11bout
When it wa,; duly place d in po,.:ition the i.rnnk was
ns crawl ing
throu gh the bushes, they saw one of the India
a
of foo[
\
three fret from the groull(l , ll'aving an open ;:pare
t11em.
from
feet
ten
than
less
bank
the
ng
i"trlo
e
bank benea th it.
It was the fellow who had been holdi ng fast to the
sizes at
r
'!.'here were plenty of st.ones and bouhlers of all
when the canoe became upset .
and
ing
carry
the foot of the cliff, and they got to work at
Wild starte d towar d him swiftl y but noisel essly.
to the spot.
n
he hall rollin g thrn'le they t:oulcl not carry
He reach ed him befor e the India n knew that
wanted to clo all they
they
for
thiR,
in
l
joincc
'I'he girls
been -discovered.
matte r.
n
young coulcl in lhe
One quick push from the athlet ic boy and the
l he
It never once occun cd .to any of tlwrn that it 11·oulc
the rirer .
buck was floun dering in the shallow water of
ty.
n
ed the the best policy to leaYe the vicini
Mean while , the forem ost of the canoes had reach
ing like that, so it waR
anyth
ated
intim
ot
n
hacl
I.
Wilcl
that l1acl
chief and the others who hacl been in the canoe
rloin_g the prope r thing
to
fo;hC'<l taken for grantecl that thry were
being
were
kim
re<lf~
been overt urned anc1 the WC't
in T<'maining thrrt'.
out.
all told,
There were only nbonl lhii·ty of the recl:,kins,
than
The rest o{ the canoei:; did not come an.v clor:er
C'n.
chilflr
antl
'R
and D<'ilrl_v JinlJ' of them i\'f'l'e Rqlla\\
twent y .feet of the shore .
nwa:v
k
Youn!! Wild We,t and hi~ partne r,; woulcl not run
fheir
The redsk ins were wniti ng for furth er orclerr: from
to
ned
happe
they
frm11 that nnmh rr of rerlskins, unlesi:;
chief.
ld
the hot- hr reaih to leave just then.
But jn~t then he wa~ gaspi ng and Rpntt('ring in
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- ' showed hi1;; hostility, so they meant to
Even the insects seemed to be quiet ju1;;t then.
a1lce to see what he could do.
It was really an unusual silence and our hero could not
not been much surprised when the redskin help noticing it.
,nized him, for he had been among th.em so much,
But it was not to remain that way long.
oth in times of war and peace, that the reputati on he had
Suddenly the faint sounds made by distant hoofbeats
ma<le had no doubt become known to them so they had came to the ears of
the dashing young deadshot.
taken pains to know him.
"Ah!" exclaimed Wild; "I wonder what that means ?I'
"I think they will be a little bit cautious about tackling
Nearer came the sounds, and then he realized that the
us," he said. "Jumpi ng Stag has heard how I am in the horses that were coming
that way were not a few.
habit of treating bad Indians, and the punch I gave him
"I wouldn' t be a bit surprised if more of the Arapahoes
under the ribs a little while ago will 11elp make him care- are coming,"
the boy muttere d. "If that is the case it
ful."
will go rather bad with us, I suppose."
"Oh, they'll try ter sneak up an' catch us nappin', I
It 'Was not until he became satisfied that the horses were
reckon," said the scout.
coming straight along the trail and were bound to ride
"Lettec Injuns comee l" said Hop Wah ; "me fixee right into the camp
if they continued to come that he de~omcthing velly muchee funny; ledskins no likee and Jun cided to awaken
his companions.
likee Old Hally !"
Charlie was just dropping off to sleep when Wild called
"What is ther yaller galoot up ter now?" asked the him.
scout, shrugging his shoulders.
Then Jim was aroused in a hurry.
"He is going to give an exhibition with some of his
But by this time the horses had come to a halt, for
.fireworks,' I guess," remarked Arietta.
they could no longer be heard.
"You guessee allee light, Missy Alietta," and the ChiWild was a little uneasy.
namau nodded in a pleased way.
"They are redskins, you can bet !" he said. "Some of
Then a long wait followed.
those from the other side of the river have gone to meet
them and let them know that we are here."
Our friends had allowed the campfire to go out long
since, so the redskins had nothing to guide them to the
CIL\P'l 'ER III.
spot.
"Wait here, boys, till I go and find out what is up,'' said
A CHANGR OF QUARTERS.
the young deadshot. "I won't be long in finding out."
I:Ie started off immediately, picking his way along noise- t
The night slipped along and twelve o'clock came with- lessly through the
bushes.
out our friends hearing or seeing anything of the ArapaCharlie and Jim waited patientl y for him to come back. f
hoes. ·
After what seemed a long while to them, though it was
But they were sure that they were on the other side of really but a few
minutes , Wild came back.
the river, for a strict watch had been kept and the canoes
"We must get ready to move right away,'' he said.
had not showed up after they crossed the stream and be-1 "There are a couple
of hundred of them, and they belong a
came lost to view beneath the overhanging willows that to the gang that
are on the other side of the river. Two
lined the bank at that point.
of those who were in the canoe with the chief when it was
Cheyenne Charlie was doing guard duty now, and he i1upset are there.
They went up a mile on the other si~e
'\ was going to continue until halfpast one, unless he was and swam and
waded across to meet the Indians on horseinterrup ted by the Indians.
back. All the Arapahoes that were on the reservation
Young Wild West knew he could place the utmost de- 1have left it and
intend to work their way north to their
pendence on the scout, so he slept soundly.
old hunting -ground s and kill all the palefaces that oppose 0
It was just a little after halfpast one when Charlie came them. They are
going to clean us out in about an hour
in and woke him.
, ~rom now to make a beginning. Their lingo is so much
"Everyt hing is all right, eh, Charlie? " Wild asked, as ' like the Sioux that
I could understa nd almost every word
he arose and came out of the tent.
~ they said. They were talking about the very things that
"Yes, everything's all right so far. I reckon ther red- I was anxious to
know, too ."
cai
skins are goin' ter wait till jest afore daylight if they
"Great Gimlets !" ejaculated Cheyenne Charlie ; "I y ,
mean ter bother us at all. That's ther old way, yer know.'' reckon we'd better
git on ther move, then."
"That's right, Charlie. Well, let them wait until tlrnt
"That's right. There are to·o many of them for us, and cl
time if they like. It will be all the better for us, for we there is no use
in placing the girls in danger. Just wake
can do better in the daylight at shooting straight."
them up and let them help get ready to move. We may an
Our hero picked up his rifle and walked down along the be able to get away,
though it is more than likely that one
river bank.
or more is watching the camp pretty closely at this very a
All was still as the grave.
jUE
minute. "
on
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EOme were to hear me say it they would hi . ·
·· ·,'.
ging."
Wild waited until he was sure that the Indians ·0
mean to attack them right away and then left the· b~,:
be
making his way softly to the camping-place that was to
abandoned in such a hurry.
His partners and the girls had made rapid progress in
getting ready to move.
"Is everything all right? " Dart asked.
gun.
"Yes ; I am satisfied that the redskins don't know thnt
It was necessary for at least one of them to keep a watch
i.f
we are aware of their presence. They must be fo ols
on the redskins, so Wild himself did that.
most
we
that
they don't, though, for they ought to know
He crept back to the place where he had been when he
likely heard the noise made by their horses."
saw and heard them a little while before.
"Well, you was ther only one what heard 'em," observecl
The place was only about three hundred yards from the
hadn' t
the the scout; an' I reckon you wouldn't have if you
camp, and was one that was shielded on all sides by
1
s.. been expect~n' ter hear somethin'."
river bank by a thick growth of cottonwoods and willow
' "That's right' Charlie·' but I think they took a prettv•
Our hero crept up very close, for the redskins had placed
. I
good risk in comin~ so close, unless -they did not care
no guards out, and then he was able to see th_,em qmte
tl,rn whether we heard them or not."
plainly in the starlig ht that shone upon them from
now.
h \ It did not take them long to get ready to move
open space. at t~e r~verside.
theu
and
When they were ready Wild sent the rest ahead
e
He "":as JU~t m tune to see those who had gone to t 1
been
not
' stole back to make sure that their movements had
other side with the canoes appear.
observed by any spying redskin.
They had no doubt carried their canoes up the river and
H was · sat'isfied th at th ey knew no th·mg of wh at wa,;
e
ked from some point above, so our friends would not I
embarth
h
had left his
ed back to where he
place, so he hasten
taking
d
th
. ..
.
hild
.
d
:ff
l t f
.
.
eaTrh em.
d
h
crow
e
compamon~.
m
his
ren
ke
c
overta
an
to
n
o
wome
rode
o
y
tmg,
en
p
ere were
orse, an , moun
.
an d
of a .mile from the place
th at h ad come down on h orsebbac kd an d th e h orses
.
I. H' e came upon them a quarte
. r
th
'th
d
h
th
.
'pomes
many.
ere
advised that they swm.g
num
y
em
quickl
and
wi
d
ey a
campe
been
had
they
·
.
.
ld d bl e
th
. ht d n.de up th e h'll
ou
but the t braves o:ff t o th e ng
i so ey cou
an
s and childrend were silent,
The squaw
b
d
h
A
th
f
.d
h'
·
tl
.
th
t
d
t
d
someoes.
ou
rapa
a
e
eager
o
e
re
an ge aroun o e o 1er s1
were ta lk mg m w ispers an appea
th'
to .g-J
could do, for
the best thing. they
1
This was no doubt
.
..
.
onfg. course that someth'mg. was t o att ack the camp of our
on
directi
same
the
m
on down the trail would be but gomg
.If . d
be
would
it
and
that the band ~f Indian s was heading,
th t
n;;\~· k
overbe
would
they
before
only a question of a few hours
new a ·
i
lie had heard enough in the few minutes he had been taken by some of them.
there before to know that the redskins were very sore
But picking their way up the ro'tl.gh side of the mounthe
against the whites, and that they were going to attack
tain in the dark is no easy task.
o first they came across.
~hey were :arced to pro~eed slowl!, :for there was. no
By listening carefully and straining his eyes to peer
ing tellmg what pitfalls they might run rnto.
~ ough the gloom, our hero soon learned that Jump
j Wild clid not have to tell anyone to be as quiet as possi- Stag was the chief that ruled over the whole party.
was
e ble; they all knew that danger lurked nigh, and that
He had come down the river with the canoes in advanc
n
enough.
r 0£ the rest just because he had taken a notion that way.
Our hero found it necessary to walk after they had got
He bad the canoes at his disposal, and as they intended
e
unted.
river up the hill a short distance, so he quickly dismo
r } to travel a cert~n distance in the same direction the
all walk, but the
squaw ' It was not necessary that they should
·
·
h flowed, he came that way, bringing with him his
I
·
example.
his
ed
follow
d
scout
.
chosen
had
he
that
others
1 and children and some
way along through the dense
three minor .chiefs about th<.> i Then they picked their
telling
him
heard
Wild
at
uneven
brave, chaparral, along dang<.>~ous ledges and over the
"I camp of the palefaces, and that the young paleface
' surface of the mountain·side.
Young Wild West, was there.
'. -In about twenty minutes Wild judged that they must
The other chiefs bad heard of him, and they all dehad been
West be almost directly above the spot where they
nd I dared that they would be glad to meet Young Wild
'. camped.
e and show him how an Arapahoe could fight.
; But they could not have !?€en below if it had been day4ave
may
s
fellow
"You
"AU right, " thoug ht our hero.
ay
that it
would light, for the bushes and trees were so thick there
e , a chance at me before you are very much older. I
sible.
redskin ' would have been impos
ry ' just like to take you one at a time. Fighti ng a
It is rougher up here than I had an i.lea of," remarked~
h if
thoug
me,
on equal terms is just a little pastime for
J
Charlie and Jim hastened to the tent where the girls
were sleeping.
It did not require much to arouse them.
When they were told w~at was on the programme they
hurriedly got ready and came out of the tent.
Then the Chinaman was awak ened- a much harde r task
than it had been to get the girls up-a nd the work of takbeing down the tents and loading the pack-horses was
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c · had paused and listened for a minute 1care how many of them went under
so long as they accomplished their purpose.
,
reckon so," answered the scout. "lt might
The tents were er:)ctcd and the girls went lo sleep, or
• at we won't be able ter git down by ther river from tried to, while Wild,
Charlie and Jim remaine d on guard.
this side, Wild."
Hop was the only one in the party who did gel all the
"We won't if we don't try."
sleep that was coming to him.
But though he spoke this way, our hero was beginning
But he was one of the sort who depended on others to
to think it was ext1:emely doubtful i.f they were able to protect him in times of
danger, and if he had that much
get much farther in that direction.
confidence in them they could not begrudge him of the
But he considered that they were pretty lucky so far, sleep he got.
for nothing had been heard of the Indians , who must be
When daylight came our hero breathed a sigh of relief.
at least a mile below them, if they had not moved yet.
"Now we will be able to see what we are doing if the
A little further on they were forced to swing to the left redskins come for
us," he said. "Charlie , if you don't
a little, and then th~y were working their way almost 1mind, you can
take a little scout along the back trail anil.
:>traight toward the jagged peak.
see how the land lies."
Just a little more than half an 11our from the time they
"I reckon that's jest ther proper thing tcr do," was th0
started out they found that they could go no further.
scout's reply. "You bet I'll go, Wild!"
A chasll). that was fully twenty feet in width blocked
He soon started off, working his way through the
their further progress. "I guess we will stop right here," bushes in the dull
gray light of the early morning and
said Wild, as he peered first to the right and then to the using the utmost
caution, for he was not sure but that
left and could see no possible chance of crossing the chasm. some of the Indians
were lurking about.
"This is a great deal better place to put up a fight than
"Tber trail is plain enough fur ther red galoots ter
where. we were, dnyhow. There is water here, too, for I find," he muttere
d, as he made his way along, pausing
hear it trickling down the rocks. Dismount, everybody, now and then to listen
and take a look around through the
and we will go in camp."
haze that hung over the chaparra l like a pall.
As dark as it was, they could sec that the spot was adWhen he had covered about a hundred yards he sudmirably adapted for a retreat.
denly came upon an eagle feather that was lying on the
I
There was a V-shaped cliff with a wide overhanging ground ..
ledge, and directly in front of the indentu re was the
At the same moment he discovered the prints of mocchasm.
casined feet I
The only way to get to it was by the way they had come,
The feather was undoubtedly one that had dropped
and there was no other way to leave it, as far as they could from the headgea
r of a redskin, and the footprin ts were
see in the dark.
plainly those of one of them.
The ledge above them was amply large enough to shield
Charlie was in a pretty tight place, and he knew it.
them, in case rocks or boulders should be tumbled down
One ·of the Arapahoes was right near him at that mo.l'rom above, and if an attack was made from the front they ment .
had plenty of rocks to lie behind and pick the redskins
He had not the least doubt of it.
off.
'
The scout changed his revolver to his left hand and
When Young Wild West had looked the place over care- drew his keen-edged hunting -knife.
fully he gave a nod of satisfaction.
Then he crouched close to the ground and looked
"I guess we can hold this place against that crowd, around.
anyhow," he said. "Just get things in shape ,,o the girls
There were so many rocks and bushes there that it wall
can go to sleep again."
impossible for him to sec anythin g that might possibly be
a redskin.
·
He listened, but could hear nothing.
But there were the tracks made by m.occasined f(et
CHAPT ER IV.
right before his eyes!
An Indian had passed that way, and very recently, too,
THE REDSKINS CAPTURE CHEYEN NE CHARLIE .
as the marks indicated.
And he had been following the trail our friends had
Wild knew that in case the redskins clic1 not find them'
made when they went up the mountain-side.
that night they could easily do it in the morning, for it
That was very. plain, for the toes pointed the same way
had been impossible to hide the trail.
as the other tracks did.
There was room for the horses under the ledge, too. so
Charlie hardly knew whether to go back in the way he
there was little danger of any of them being shot, un'lcsf;
had been going.
the Arapahoes came with such a rush that they did not
Before he could decide something happened.
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d from beThe lithe form of an India n suddenly leape
!
back
ind a bush and · land ed upon the scout's
was knocked
ver
revol
the
that
enly
sudd
so
It happ ened
rom his hand .
up his 1eft
But he held fast to the knife , and, throw ing
.
neck
the
t
rm, caug ht his · attac king foe abou
lips and
A low cry of warn ing came from the redsk in's
hen a fierce strug gle began.
at a grea t
Charlie, havin g been taken unawares, was

the hill and soon reached the trail tha~t '!":.:•
f1
.
bank.
~ .
Then one of them let out a cry which was
out ;,. _
was
who
s,
ahoe
Arap
the
answered by one of
ed up. · '
show
l~c
nt
insta
next
the
around the bend, and
ght to the
brou
being
was
ner
When he saw that a priso
ly ran
quick
then
and
ht
delig
camp be utter ed a whoop of
back out of sight.
apprise the
Charlie knew that he had simply gone to
scouts had
two
the
rest of the band of the captu re that

disacl vantage.
.
skill any, ;md made
all right ," he
But that did not lessen his stren gth or
"Cu t my ankle s loose an' I'll walk along
Indian'~
the
nd
arou
arm
his
ng
getti
_in
him over the
when he succeeded
sa id to them , as they proceeded to drag
.
an' run away. "
neck he had a show
grou nd by his arms. "I ain't goin' ter try
him,
upon
half
got
what he said.
He whirled his opponent over and
But they paid not the least atten tion to
the
with
ed
stabb
a chance to
all the while fighting to keep from being
Evid ently they were not going to give him
knife the redskin had drawn.
make the attem pt to run away.
get a
not
could
he
Arapahoes
but
,
knife
a
hed
clutc
Charlie, too,
A minu te later as many as a dozen o:f the
as they got up
chance to use it.
were haRtcning to meet them , and as soon
have
d
woul
ran with
scout
the
fairly
that
and
t
doub
scout
ess
least
Ther e is not the
to him they grabbed the helpl
.
ened
happ
not
in the
had
ed
locat
thing
be
to
some
d
if
foun
fight
ultim ately won the
him to the camp, which lrn sgon
been
had
,
e.
given
befor
t
been
nigh
had
the
it
as
left
The India n's cry, low
ident ical spot they had quietly
e
fram
easy
an
in
s.
he
anion
heard by one of his comp
Charlie was not frigh tened , nor was
a
have
to
way
fair
a
in
was
Just as Cheyenne Charlie
of mind .
appeared on the
dutc hes of
chance to u ·e his k~ife the other redsk in
lt was not the first time he had been in the
the last.
be
not
scene.
red skins, and he really felt that it would
ai:; they
,
tly
be beard
He looked at the red villains indifferen
He did not come with a rush so he could
the
upon
that of a man ·wanneu arou nd him after he had been dropped
either, but with a steal th that was equal to
gronncl..
stealing up to surpr ise llis foe.
tribe came up
all the newAnd when some of the old squaw s of the
Before the scout knew of his prt!sence at
disengaged arm and poked sticks at him he only grinn ed at them.
comer pounced upon him and pin'ned his
must have
by the throa t
him
hing
clutc
It was only a forced grin, however, and they
to his side, at the same time
laugh ed
and
other
each
at
d
known it, for they looke
with a vise-like grip.
while.
mean
was
age
wind
langu
his
own
then
their
and
in
harshly, jabbe ring away
Charlie utter ed a gasp ing cry
exhe
ah;!"
she-r
n'
looki
ugly"Let yourselves go, you
shut off.
n."
recko
him clown claimed. "l'm u:::ed ter it, l
The next second both India ns were hold ing
s.
thong
skin
At thi s junc ture the thic f came up.
and binding him with buck
the .form of
it:1 hard ly the
Ile put on hi :; ficrcct>t look as he sur\'eyed
lf the scout had been upon his feet there
ome the two the helpless scout .
least doubt but that he would have soon overc
lie asked, r~
d one apsecon
the
''Wel l, how about it, Jum pin' Stag ?" Char
of them, but he had no sho'w after
goin' tcr let me
turni ng his gaze with inter est; " arc ycr
.P~ared.
,rema ined perfectly still, go!'''
~ Afte r givin g that one cry he
brows; " paleby yelling for
"Ug h !" exclaimed the chief, wrinking his
for he knew that he could gain noth ing
face heap much fool! "
Wild and Jim.
it. Now I jest
ed
start
and
y
bodil
up
him
"l\J aybe I am; but if I am I can't help
d
As the two redskins picke
don't let me go
:
want ter tell yer sorne thin' , chief ! If you
down the bill with him Charlie excla imed
It'll go hard you '11 be mighty sorry fur it, an' I'll bet on it ! You' re
"You 'd bette r let me go, you reel galoots.
you'll be caug ht
sneakin' away from ther reservation, but
with yer if yer don' t."
one of them ; afore many suns, an' then ther soldier will give yer fits.
"Pale face shut up!" was the retor t from
him wish he H they :find out that you've been botherin' ther palefaces
"Inju ns take to camp and then chief make
you'll git your medicine as sure as gm1s !"'
never was born !"
d of the solCharlie knew that the India ns wer0 afrai
ain't no chief
"No, he won't.'~ retor ted the scou t; "the re
was any way possiwas never born. diers, and be mean t to !'Care hlm if it
that ever 1iveu what kin make me wish I
."
ble.
Don' t let anyth ing like that get in your head
allowed it
But it so happened that Jum ping Slag find
iors at
warr
Both redskins laugh ed at this.
ient
suffic
had
to creep into his mind that he
y.
red
gathe
be
It was evident that they thou ght differentl
l
conlc
tlrnt
>rR
ner down his ha0k to wliip all the Roldic
They half carriPd, half dragged their priso
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. gh puzzled and not a little frightened, the old made of the camp for the one who had caused the remark·
able happenings.
e rushed about to the right and left, yelling to his folThen, while a search was being made, he stalked over
lowers to make ready to shoot the palefaces.
to the tepee where his fair prisoner was confined, beariug
The old fellow had evidently seen fireworks before, and in his hand a burning faggot from the fire.
though he did not exactly understand them, he laid the
When he :flung open the skin that hung over the enremarkable occurrence to Young Wild West and his trance and held the light in front of him
he saw Arietta
friends.
·
·
eated on a pile of skins, and, crouching near her Shining
It was quite likely that if it was Young Wild West who Eyes, who really did not have to put it on
that she was
was responsible for it that he had come to save the pale- afraid.
face maiden.
"Ugh!" grunted the old scoundrel, and then he allowed
The old chief must have thought this, for he immedi- the flap to fall in place.
ately called out for his braves to surround the tepee and
Arietta breathed a sigh of relief as he went away and
be ready to shoot down the palefaces who had attacked promptly got up and crept to the :flap.
them, he declared.
There was a great hub-bub throughout the camp now.... .
The result was that Arietta found herself cut off from
The followers of the chief were running about in every
all chance of escape in less than a minute after the second direction with torches in their hands and their
heads close
display of :fireworks.
to the ground.
"Arietta must sit down and make believe her hands are
Just then who should appear upon the scene but Lame
tied," the Indian girl whispered; "the chief is afraid you Elk, followed in double file by those who had
deserted the
will--"
h•
camp to cast their lot with him.
Bang!
Instantly the confusion abated.
The words of Shining Eyes were cut short, for at that
Jumping Stag stalked angrily forward to meet him.
instant there came a loud report from almost under the
A deep silence fell over the assemblage as Lame Elk
feet of the chief and he leaped :hl.to the air and came down and his warriors came to a halt.
on his back with force enough to jar every bone in his
Then in a loud tone of voice the old chief began beratbody.
ing his rival in the language of the Arapahoes.
Arietta still had her face to the opening she had made
"What does he say, Shining Eyes?" Arietta asked the
in the tepee.
(squaw.
. Just as she was going to ~emove it and do as the squaw
"He says that Lame Elk is a traitor, and that he has the
directed her a form crept right before her.
palefaces with him," was the reply. "He says that Lame
It was Hop Wah!
Elk knows who made the queer fireworks and caused the
"Me comee to savee you, Missy Alietta !" he whispered explosion that knocked him down. He going
to punish
in a shrill undertone.
him by wiping out the young chief and all who stay by
Zip !
him. There ! they have agreed to fight. Lame Elk and
Arietta cut the slit larger in the skin that formed the his braves are drawing back to get ready for battle
!"
side of the tepee.
This was indeed the case.
"Come in here, Hop!" she exclaimed; "hurry, or they
The two chiefs hail come very quickly to the conclusion
will see you!"
to fight it out without any further loss of time.
·/'The Chinaman came through with remarkable quick"Me makee old ledskin jumpee some more," said Hop,
ness.
as he :flung aside the blanket.
Though the braves had now formed a circle around the
Then before Arietta knew what was going to happen be
tepee, it was just dark enough there so they failed to no- struck a match, applied it to something he had
in his hand
tice the Chinaman.
and sent it whizzing at the old chief.
And they were paying more attention to the chief than
Bang! Jumping Stag dropped and went rolling over
anything else just then, anyhow.
the ground like a rubber ball!
"Me makee ledskins feel allee samee 'flaid, so be," said
Hop, as he allowed the girl to push him down and throw
a blanket over him.
"Sh!" cautioned Arietta.
CHAPTE R XII.
"Allee light; me be velly still, alle samee lillie mouse."
'Arietta new pulled the rent skin together as well as she
CONCLUSIO N.
could and crept to the regular opening of the tepee.
Shining Eyes was so much surprised and frightened
Hop Wah had not been gone from the camp more than
that she sat there without offering to say a word.
ten minutes when Wild turned to his companions and
Jumping Stag had righted himself up now, and, find- · said :
ing that hQ was not hurt, he yelled out for a search to be I "Well, I guess it is time we started in to
do something.

d not lose 'his grit.
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gh point which could be climbed quite
'l'he redsk ins moved swi£tly, too, for they had
come up
ught, so, witho ut the least hesita tion, she for
the purpose of trying to find the camp of our friend
s,
do it.
and they knew the way down.
now felt that i;hc wa::; going to have a riew
Once at the foot of the slope they pause d long
enoug h
the entire camp of the Arapahoes, and she :figure
d that to tic the girl's hands and cover her mout
h with a torn
it would be some thing of great advan tage to them
if she piece of blanket.
did.
Then they swung aroun d and made for the foot
of the
Halfw ay .up the ,;cC;onu a:;C;ent ~he looked down
and hill.
found that she could not sec her friend s, since
the top of
Once upon the trail below they hurrie d to the camp
.
the cliff cut off her view o.f them.
Jump ing Stag and his chiefs and braveF, who
were goBut she could sec farthe r and closer in to the
foot of ing to show their skill in the art of knife
-throw ing, were
the moun tain, thoug h, and that was what sl1C was
trivin g gathe red in front of the plefa ce priso
ner
two of them
for.
hacl captu red, when in came the other two who
had been
In anoth er minu te she had reached the top of the highsent out to locate the camp of the palefaces, bring
ing with
est point that wa,; anywhere aroun d the vicini ty,
and once them a }Jaleface maide n!
there she found it was a ridge that sloped in a
direct ion
This was sUTcly great in the eyes of the savage
redme n.
almos t opposite to th? cliff,. broad ening as it went.
I
They had left the peace ful reserv ation and starte
d out
H was covered w1lh tluck bushes, stunte d trees
and to do as they had done before the soldie rs
came and drove
rocks.
them from their hunti ng-gr ounds , and they were
havin g
But the girl was not there to inspe ct that part
of the the very best kind of luck, so they concl
uded
when
they
land.
saw Ariet ta being led in by the two braves.
She had come up there to have a look at the
India n
"Ugh !" grunt ed the old chief, noddi ng his
appro val
camp, which lay a little over a mile below at the
foot of to the two India ns; "brav es heap much
smar
t;
palefa ce
the descent.
maide n shall sit in the lodge of Jump ing Stag
when we
She could see nearly all of it now, much to her
sati~- get to the prairi e of the Platte . Ugh!
"
£action.
The mino r chiefs nodded, and then the rest of
the red"My !"' exclaimed Ariet ta; ''look at the lndia n
pouies skins showed their appro val by utteri ng
a yell.
they have got with them! There can't be enoug
h braves II Ariet ta looked at the .face of Cheye
nne Charl ie and
in that crowd to ride all of them. 'rhey haY~
two horse:, aw that there was a hopef ul look on
ii.
to one redsk in, I gue:;s."
This was encou ragin g to her, and she forced' a smile
and
From the horses her gaze turne d to the camp
in ,:en- nodded her head.
oral.,
Jump ing Stag saw this act and a look of wond
ermen t
Then it wa:; that she garn a violen t start.
shone from his black eyes.
Tied lo a tree that was not very fur from the
river
Evide ntly he was not used to seeing a white girl
smile
bank she saw a white man.
in the face of dange r.
It was Cheyenne Charlie.
But he had met few who posses:;ed the coura ge
of Ari,\.riet ta was not at all surpr i ·ed.
etta.
"So the reel fiends did catch him, eh?" she
mused.
She had been a prison er amon g India ns before,
and she
"Wel l, that is too bad! 1 wonder \rherc Wild it>?
'l'ryin g had always mana ged to get away, safe
and sound , too.
to .find a way to get Charl ie free, I suppose.
Well, I
'!.'he knife -throw ing was postp oned for awhile,
and the
will --"
old chief came to the fair captiv e and order ed
the rag
'!.'hat was all she said, for just then i:iomething happe
ned lJc taken from her mouth .
that she was not expecting.
"Wel l?;, said the girl, calmly.
Two India n bn.i.vcs who had been t:rccping t01rar
d her
"Pale face maide n heap much. brave ," answe red
Jump throu gh the bushes spran g upon her ancl covere
d her ing Stag.
mout h so she could not utter a cry, at the same
time ren·'You will :find out who I am before you get
throu gh
derin g her powerless to act.
1rith me, I guess ," she replie d.
Thou gh astou nded at what had happc11ed ~o sudlle
nly,
''.Jum ping Stag, the great chief of the Arapah~es,
likes
Ariet ta did not lose hel' head.
a paleface maide n who is brave ."
She strugg led to free herself, which 'ms quite a
natur al
"He does, eh? Well, perha ps he won't like me
so much .
thing :for her: to c1o, even if she knew it would clo
no gooa. by and by. I will kill the great chief
of the Arapa hoes
'Chere is always a possibility that one can wrigg
le from if he is not very caref ul."
1he grasp of a foe, ancl it pays to tn it c1·ery time.
The chief broke into a laugh .
But the brave girl stood no show with tho~c two
muscuThis f:Ort of talk was amus ing to him.
lar red men.
"Pale face maide n heap much talk. She like
palefa ce
While f'hc was yet ~fruggling to get a1ray from
them man; put on bi.g bluff. "
tlwy were bearin g her off down the slope.
"You will find out," was all Ariet ta said.
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'l'hcn the old chief questioned the two braves who had
(;aught the girl and learned just how ~t had been accomplished.
They were commended for what they had done, after
which they were ordered to take the fair captive to a tepee
and guard her so she would have no possible chance to get

CHAPTE R VI.
WILD RESCUES CHEYENN E CHARLIE.

When Young \Yild \Yest started out to find Cheyenne

I Charlie he ielt pretty felt certain that something had hap-

away.
" Don·t give up, Arietta!" called out lhc scout, as she pened to the scout.
and captured by the redll'as led away. "I reckon we won't be here sich a Ycry long , That he had been surprised
evident.
' skins was quite
whilc. Somethin ' is goin' tcr happen putty soon."
Wild was not long in reaching the place where Charlie
)
rethe
was
Charlie,"
it,
of
best
the
making
"Ob, I am
ply. "I went too far away from the camp, that's all. But had been captured.
soft right th.ere, it was easy for
it will all come out righl, 1 hope. So long as they don't i The ground being very
\ him to see that a struggle had taken place.
harm :you it will be all right."
"but the.y have got him ao
'I'hcn she was hurried away and they had no further I' "It is too bad," he tho11ght;
sure as fate! I suppose t1rn red fiends were prowling
chance to converse.
where we are located. Well, I
Charlie turned his eyes ' in the direction of the. cedar I around here to find out
if I can't !incl a way to get him
he had seen moYing a short time before ·Arietta was . will go on down and 1sec
'
clutches.
their
of
out
brought to the Indian camp.
hardly likely that any more of
It was stock still, but while he looked it movecl as 1 Wild knew that it was
there, for they would surely
about
be
would
II the redskins
though nodding to him.
without delay.
camp
the
to
prisoner
their
take
The scout grew more hopeful than ever.
movements, just the
his
in
cautious
But he was very
~e. was sure that it was Wild who wa causing the cedar
same.
to move.
He went on down the hill, holding his revolver ready
I
he
pursue
would
t.leadshot
daring
the
<;ourse
But what
for instant use.
had no idea.
But there came no occaoion for him to use it, and soon
.
was
certainly
he
tree
cedar
the
by
If be really was there
Arapahoe camp.
aware that Arietta was in the hands of the redskins, as . he came in sight oi the
the spot vacated by our friend:;
chosen
had
they
That
:
well as tho scout.
s~nco it was admirably adapted
Charlie saw that the ~quaws, children ancl little papooses '1 did not surprise our hero,
-'
were gathering thickly about the tepee into which Arietta for a camp.
see what
to
enough
close
get
to
d
determine
was
Wild
stealing
Wild
had been taken, i:;o there was little chance of
they had done with their prisoner.
up to it and getting her away.
So he took a look around and decided to work up the
Ho decided that he would try to liberate him first, so
hill a short distance and then get around to the root of
rescue Arietta.
he would have him to h
around the night before, with
But the old chie:£ and hose who were to try their skill 1. the tree they had moved
g on the river bank.
remainin
of
with the kniYes 1rcre coming back now, and the scout the expectation
would haYc to get through
Wild
knew that he was pretty sure to be put through a course I In order to reach it
I the line of the guards.
of sprouts that woulcl prove anything but pleasant.
j But that was not a lJard thing to do for one as experithe
of
any
that
likely
not
was
it
But he kne1y that
enced in woodcraft as be was.
...---.1,..-.<i:>es would make a miss in throwing his knife.
He could see the Indians who were on guard plainly
not
was
that
prisoner,
the
While it might prove fatal to
enough.
the idea.
'l'here were three of them on the side tmrarcl him, ont>
in
The Arapahoes simply wanted to keep their captive
the river bank and three more on the other side.
on
a state of fear during the ordeal.
It was quite likely that they were keeping watch for a
'I'hat 'ras one of the phases of the torturing they propossible surprise from United States troopers, for they
posed to inflict upon him.
it would not be long before
'I'hc scout looked the crowd over that. was going to take surely must have known that
they would be pursncd.
part in the cont~st.
They had left the reservation in a body, and that meant
greatthe
showed
It really was a contest, for those who
terms of peace with the governest skill and came the closest to the captive's body without that they had broken the
ment.
inflicting a wound would be openly praised by the chief.
Wild moved cautiously, p~using now and then to see
'I'he first to st<>p up was the old chief himself.
the redskins guarding that side were.
whrre
He rai sed his keen-edged knife, which glittered in the
There was only one of them that he was liable to come
~low of the riRing sun, and then-he wanter] to avoid it if po5··
Cra-ng ! The s1iarp r<>yiort of a ri.fle sounded close at in contact with, anyhow, but
sible.1
lrnml and the knife went spinning irom his grasp !
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_ ire to take the life of the Indian , and
He knew that his pretty sweetheart was in no immediate
robably be the outcome if they came together, danger, but Charli
e was.
aring boy was not going to run the chance of
The Arapahoes were going to hurl knives at the tree he
g his own life.
was bound to and see how close they could come to him
The Arapahoes had declared war against them, but withou
t hitting him.
that did not say that our friends should start in to tak~
That meant that the scout was apt to receive his deaththe lives of the ignorant scoundrels.
wound at any moment.
By dint of careful work Wild got throug h the line that
When Arietta was placed in the tepee and the crowd
was being parade d by the redskin guards, and then he · gather
ed about it our hero saw that there was no chance
cautiously crawled to the root of the tree he had been aim- of
stealing up to it just then.
ing for.
He held his rifle in readiness and waited for them to
He was now within twenty yards of the camp.
begin on Charlie.
The Indian s had chosen to pitch their tepees a trifle
"I'll just shoot the knife ~om the ha~d of the first red
above the spot where our friends had been camped the galoot
who starts to throw it. Then I)l rush over and
night before, so the center of their camp was a few yard3 11 cut
Charlie loose while the~ are looking to find where the
above the spot the tents of Wild and his friends had been ! shot
came from. Lead will have to fly, I suppose, but
erected upon.
ther~ ~s ~o help for it."
.
Ch
Cl1 r
f d t th t
h. h
Wild picked out the short route he was to take to hbeye~ne
ar ie was ie 0 e ree, w ic was a bou t erate
the scout and then waited.
a hundre
d feet from where our hero now was.
.
j Th ld h" f ,+
.
·+11..
t any h esi"tat"
e
o c ie s,.,eppe d up, an d, WILuou
Wild had, of course, seen him before he got that close
10n,
drew· b 'd
.
th
k
·f
.
·t
· d an d fi d
1
.
ie
a ea on e m e as i was raise
to the redskm s, but he had not tned to make known his
re .
T o say th t tl
J k"
· amaze d
a ie reeis
presence.
ms were
would be pu tt"mg
it altogether too. mild.
"So they are going to ma~e a target ?cf him, are t?ey?"
Consternation se~zed them, and for the space of two
our hero muttered und~r lus breath.
Well, that, is not · or three seconds they ran about like a swarm
of bees that
very pleasant for Charlie. But I guess they wont hurt Ihad
been suddenly disturbed.
him, not while I have my ~·ifle ~d rev_olvers left."
And during that two or three seconds Young Wild West
;retty_soon he saw Charlie lookmg ~ 1 ~ way:
was leaping toward the tree Charlie was tied to.
r~en it was that he sho.ok the ceda~ tree shgbtly.
He had slung his rifle. over his shoulder and drawn a
Wild noted that the prisoner saw it, and then he was revolve
r with bis left hand, while in his right he clutched
sure t~at he knew t~i~t he was there..
.
. the knife that was to give Charlie his liberty.
While he was wa1tmg for the Indian s to start m their
He was halfway' to the tree befor:e he was seen by the
fiendi sh sport our hero was dumfounded to see two braves redskin
s.
approach the camp with Arietta as a prisoner!
Wild knew he must act quickly if he was to succeed .
He could scarcely credit his eyesight, for 110w they had
A fierce yell went up from •
red fiends.
managed to catch the girl he could not imagine.
Crack, crack, crack!
He had resolved upon a desperate plan of action to
The young chief called Lame Elk began firing at the
effect the scout's rescue, but now he knew not what to do. boy.
"Thing s arc getting from bad to worse," he thought.
Wild did not stop to look who the particu lar one was,
"This is certainly what I call pretty tough. Poor Et!"
but he answered the shots by letting three go into thejr
_
But when he saw how cool his sweetheart was he bright-- midst
as he ran.
"
ened up.
It so happened that he was as close to Charlie as the
He could hear every word that was said, and he felt like group
was before they saw him.
rising and cheering the girl for the pluck she showed.
That gave him a chance to get there first.
But he was too cool a hand for anything like that.
And he did get there first, too.
He was back to his old form now, and he settled right
Zip-zip~
down to business.
The bonds of the scout were severed in a twinkling.
"No matter how Arietta got caught, she has got to be
Crack!
.
rescued, and that is all there is to it!" he exclaimed. '~And
A bullet came so close to the head of Wild that he could
Charlie has got to get away from the redskins, too. I hear
the hum of it.
suppose it woulc1 be the best to get him clear first, so he
But he was not paying attenti on to the redskins just
will be able to help save Arietta. I hope Jim and the then.
rest are all right, though I suppose it won't be long beSeizing the scout by the arm, he pulled him away from
fore the fiends will go up there 3j1d give them a tough the
tree, at the same time exclaiming:
time of it. Charlie first, ancl then Ariett a!" ·
"Run for it, Charli e!"
HaYing come to this deci sion, the brave young Prince
Then he slipped the revohe r he had been using into his
of the Sa<l.dle got ready for business.
hand anc1 brought his rifle into play.
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In this way our two friei.ds kept on u::: _
Three shots he fired in quick succession, with the nearsight of the camp.
est of the Indians within ten feet of him.
"Hey, Jim!" called out Wild;
scythe.
the
before
grain
like
down
them
cut
The bullets
out!"
'I hat was too much for them, and they drew back.
Jim heard and understoo d.
to
not
order
an
issued
have
must
Stag
Then Jumping
He Eaw the two coming and held his rifle in readiness
fire at them, for no more shots came from the redskins.
lo open fire on their pursuers.
But a hundred of them started in pursuit.
But none came in sight.
Charlie.
said
Wild,"
"I reckon they won't catch us,
was evident that the redskins had come close enough
It
I
us.
torture
"It's their game ter take us alive, so's they kin
the camp and then halted.
see
to
But they ain't goin' ter catch u s."
faces of those at the camp wore an anxious look.
'l'he
1
"No," answered Wild, "there is no danger of their comand Charlie understoo d why.
Wild
,
ing close enough to catch us as long as we've got hot lead
got Arietta," said Wild, quietly.
to <leal out. If they get too close let them have another I "The Arapahoe s have
became of her, then," Jim anwhat
know
dose. I want to let them know that I have started on the 1 "Oh! You
"we didn't."
relief;
of
sigh
warpath now, and t]:iey will be sorry that they ever inter- swered, with a
found up there," Eloise
Jim
that
"Here is her rifle/
j
fered with us, I'll bet !"
"'rhat's jest as sure as yer live, Wild!" exclaime d Cl;lar- 5aid, showing the weapon.
I Then, while they crouched behind the rocks waiting for
lie.
, the Indians to attack them, the exciting evetlts of the
Crack!
to all hands.
Then the scout le·t a shot go with the revolver Wild had morning were made plain
I
given him.
;
might
as
demons,
red
the
for
feelings
tender
no
He had
I
be supposed .
CHAPTE R VIL
'ro Cheyenne Charlie a hostile redskin was nothing ,
\
more than a poisonou8 reptile.
THE INDIANS LOSE IN THEIR FIRST ATTACK.
I
that
day
his
in
cruelty
their
of
much
so
He had seen
he had long since become imbued with the idea that all 1
knew that they needed a cup of coffee
Indians would only be good ones when they were dead, r Young Wild West
put them in shape for what was to
and the quicker they became goGd the better it would be and a bite to eat to
come.
for the rest of ·mankind .
1
While he Ludly ·thought that the party of r cds'li:ins wl10
came
they
but
them,
of
'rhe shot he fired wounded one
Ihad pursued him and Charlie to the c-amp would attack
on with dogged tenacity.
would send back worcl to the
They \\ranted the two palefaces alive, and when they got 1 th~rn, he knew that they
c1uef, and then a larger force would appear am1 the fight
them then they would have their revenge.
1
But there was not a buck among them who could catch , woulcl begin.
I "Hop," said he to the Chinama n, "get the coffee made
either Wild or Charlie in a footrace.
just help him with the breakThe consequence was that our two friends reached the · as soon as possible. Jim,
just nO\r. They are wornenous
too
are
girls
foot of the hill and the cover of the thick undergro wth 1 fast. The
she is merely a prisoner
as
long
so
but
and trees that grew upon it somethin g like fifty yards rying about Arietta,
She is"' not, doing an
right.
all
is
she
in the tepee below
ahead of them.
know."
But the Arapahoe s were not in too much of a hurry just 1 awful lot of worrying , I
as our hero direcled him,.whi le the
do
to
hastened
Jim
then.
the redskins.
In all probabili ty they felt certain that they were fore- scout kept a sharp watch for
of one of them.
glimpse
a
caught
he
then
.Tust
that
meant
that
and
ing the two palefaces to their camp,
.
Cra-nng !
they would be able to capture the rest of them sooner or
he shot the Arapahoe .
hesitation
any
Without
later.
He well knew that the Indians wanted his life, and lie
The more prisoners they had to torture the better they
bound to make as many of them go under as wa~ poswas
their
would like it just now, for they had lost some of
sible before they got it.
braves and they wanted reven§e.
"Did you hit him, Charlie? " asked Wild.
"Now I guess we have a chance to get to the camp,
"I reckon so," was the reply. "He didn't git a chance
Charlie," said Wild. "We have a good fight on our hands,
death-son g! Th er measly coyotes
though, for it is more than likely that they will try to take ter even think of· his
can't drive us out of this place in a week, Wild."
us dead or alive after some of them go under."
No more of the redskins showed tl1emselves just then.
Up the hill they went,_ the redskins dropping back furThey knew pretty well that our friends were well prother in foe rear, but keeping them in sight all the while-they had taken, and they did not
or every now and then, rather-f or some of the bushes tected in the position
want to run the risk of being shot.
were tall enough to obscure their forms at times.
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inam an were hurr ying with the breakWhen our hero got down and joined
his
na and Eloise, having taken a little hear
t they looked at him questioningly.
lly Wild spoke, set about to assist t)lem
.
"Di d yer see anything, Wil d?" asked
esult was that in a few minutes coffe
Charlie.
e, venison
"Ye
s, about fifty of the redskins are coming
biscuits were handed out.
up the hill.
They mean to try and get us, I gues
..Wild and the scout ate and drank whil
s."
e they watched
"Fif ty of 'em, hey? Well, I reckon it'll
for the Indians.
take a blamed
sight more than fifty of 'em ter do it!"
It was not a great deal that Young Wild
West ate.
"I thin k it will. But let us try and
make them underHe only desired enough to keep up his
stand that we don 't mean to let them
strength.
take us, no mat ter
When he was done he turn ed to Dar t
and ::;aid :
if the whole lot comes up. If they mak
e a rush at us we
"Which way did Arietta go when she left
to have a look will have to make every shot tell. Tha
t will discourage a
arou nd?"
red~kin a;; quick as anything
in the world."
Jim showed him.
"Th em what drops don 't have time ter
git discouraged,
"Al l righ t; I guess I'll go up there
and have a look I reckon," observed the scout, laconically.
myself. But I won't get caught by any
Wild now turn ed to Anna and Eloise
sneaking redskin,
and told them to
though, for I will be on the watch."
get thei r rifles and hold themselves in
read
iness.
He se,t out at once, taking bis rifle with
The girls quickly obeyed, and two min
him.
utes
late r they
It occurred to him that the towering
height above were crouching behind the rocks, ready to send out
the
would just be the.place to get in order
to have a look down death-dealing bullets into the ranks of thei r red
and saYat the camp of the Arapahoes.
age foes.
"Po or Et," he thought, as he worked
"Me fightee ledskins, foo," said Hop,
his way up the
and with his big
ascent; ' "she was doing her best to
find out something, six-shooter ready in his hand, he crep
t
up
to a point where
and then she had to go and fall into
the clutches of the he could watch the de cent below them
and
waited.
fiends! It is too bad, that 's what it is!
Five minutes late r the excitement bega
But we will save
n.
her. The Arapahoes won't have her long
in thei r clutches."
Everything had been still up to that time
, but suddenly
He paused now and then and took a
a wild yell sounded and then fully half
look around.
a lmndred painted
But it was not unti l he had reached the
spot where Ari- Arapahoes came rushing up the slope.
etta had been captured that be was able
They did no~ fire, but evidently depe
to see anything
nded upon their
that be was interested in.
savage yelling to frighten our friends
into
submission.
He had a pretty good view of the Arap
But they had certainly struck the wron
ahoe camp, and
g
ones
for anyrou ld sec that there was considerable exci
thin g like that .
tement there.
He also caught sight of a party of reds
Wild waited unti l they were within
kins coming up
fifty yards of the
the mountain-side about half a mile off
to t11c right, and rocks they were crouching behind before he gave the orde
r
he took it that they were coming to
make an attack on to fire.
ili~.
And when he did give the order the word
.
s were hard h
If there were any Indi ans nearer they
·out
of his mouth before :five rifles were
were lying lo,\r.
craek
inO'
awaJ';
.
b
Wild easily understood now why it
was that Arietta punduatecl by sharper reports of the Chinaman's revolver.
had been caught by the fiends.
There was a sort of natu ral path lead
Fully a dozen shots were fired before
ing righ t up to
the Indi ans made
the high point, and she, no doubt look
n
mov
e to answer the terrible rain of hot lead
ing the other way,
.
had not heard them approach.
The n they did fire a volley and prom
ptly start ed to !'\'"We ll," the boy muttered, "if they come
trea t down the slope.
up this way
they can' t do us any harm, because they
As many as ten of them had fallen, and
won't be able to
that was altosee our camp any more than I can see
it now. And if they gether too much for them just then.
attem pt to come down by the way I
They had started on the warpath and
came up here they
they were now
will have to do it one at a time and
getti
ng what they had usually got in the
then walk along a
days gone by.
narrow ledg~ in the same manner. I
But it was appalling to them, no doub
guess they won't try
t, when they realized that so few had wrought uch a fear
anything so dangerous as that ."
ful havoc in thei r
ranks.
Wild did riot remain there very long
.
"Giv e them another dose a they
He knew that it would be but a few min
go!" cried Wild.
utes before the
"Th ere is noth ing like making a good
approaching redskins would M dangerou
job
of it afte r you
sly close to the
once star t it. I'll bet they will find out
camp.
that we are on the
warpath, too, before they get through
He made his way down, taking care not
with us!"
•
to expose himCrack! crack, crack, crack!
self too much, for he knew it was quit
e likely that some
The death-dealing fire went out once
of t1rn Arapahoes were hiding near at
more, and, becomhand, and if they ing demorali
zed, the Arapahoes scattered and ran
saw him a bullet would be apt to com
for
e his way.
cover.
1
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inaman were hurrying with the breakWhen our hero got down and joined his companions
na and Eloise, having taken a little heart they looked at him questioningly.
y Wild spoke, set about to assist them.
"Did yer see anything, Wild?" asked Charlie.
'esult was that in a few minutes coffe<:l, venison
"Yes, about fifty of the redskins are eoming up the hill.
biscuits were handed out.
They mean to try and get us, I guess."
.. Wild and the scout ate and dranl{ while they watehed
"Fifty of 'em, hey? Well, I reckon it'll take a blamed
for the Indians.
sight more than fifty of 'em ter do it!"
It was not a great deal that Young Wild West ate.
"I think it will. But let us try and make them underlie only desired enough to keep up his strength.
stand that we don't mean to let them take us, no matter
When lrn was done he turned to Dart and said:
if the whole lot comes up. H they make a rush at us we
"Which way did Arietta go when she left to lrnvc a look will have to make
every shot tell. That will discourage a
around? "
redskin as quick as anything in the world."
Jim showed him.
"Them what drops don't have time ter git discouraged,
"All right; I guess I'll go up there and have a look I reckon," observed
the scout, laconically.
myself. But I won't get caught by any sneaking redskin,
\Vild now turned to Anna and Eloise and told them to
though, :for I will be on the watch."
get their rifles and hold themselves in readiness.
He se,t out at once, taking his rifle with him.
The girls quickly obeyed, and two minutes later they
It occurred to him that the towering height above were crouching behind
the rocks, ready to send out the
would just be the·place to get in order to have a look down death-dealing bullets
into the ranks of their red and sarat the camp of the Arapahoes.
age foes .
"Poor Et," he thought, as he worked his way up the
"Me fig'htee ledskins, foo," saicl Hop, and with his big
ascent; ' "she was doing her best to find out something, six-shooter ready
in his hand, he crept up to a point where
and then she bad to go and fall into the clutches of the he could watch
the descent below them and waited.
fiends ! It is too bad, that's what it is! But we will save
Five minutes later the excitement began.
her. The Arapahoes won't have her long in their clutches."
Everything had been still up to that time, but suddenly
He paused now and then and took a look around.
a wild yell sounded and then fully half a 1rnndred painted
But it was not until he had reached the spot where Ari~ Arapahoes came rushing
up the slope.
ctta had been captured that be was able to t:ee anything
They did not fire, but evidently depended upon their
that he was interested in.
savage yelling t~ frighten our friends into submission.
He bad a pretty good view of the Arapahoe camp, and
But they had certainly stmck the wrong ones for anyrould ~ee that there was considerable excitement there.
thing like that.
He also caught sight of a party of redskins corning up
Wild waited until they were within fifty yards of the
the mountain-side about half a mile off to the right, and rocks they were
crouching behind before he gave the order
he took it that they were coming to make an attack on to fire.
them.
·
And when he did give the order the words were bardlv
.
.
·out
of his mouth be.fore five rifles were crack1·n(J' awa'-:
If iber were any Indians nearer they were lymcr low.
o
uil l e ·i
J'
cl
t
d
b
·t
tl
t
Ao
·
tt
punchia
ted by sharper reports of the Chinaman'
\,v c eas1 y un ers oo now w y i was ia
rerie a
1
had been caught by the fiends .
vo ver.
Fully a dozen shots were fired before the Indians made
Th ere was a sort of na tura1 path leading right up to
a
move
to answer the terrible rain of bot lead.
the high point, and she, no doubt looking the other way,
had not heard them approach .
Then they did fire a volley and promptly started to ~t'"Well," the boy muttered, "if they come up this way treat down the slope.
they can't do us any harm, because they won't be able to
As many as ten of them had fallen, and that was altosee our camp any more than I can see it now. And if they gether too much for them just then.
attempt to come down by the way I came up here they
They had started on the warpath and they were now
will have to do it one at a time and then walk along a getting what they
had usually got in the days gone by.
But it was appalling to them, no doubt, when they real·
narrow ledg~ in the same manner. I guess they won't try
ized that so few had wrought such a fearful havoc in their
anything so dangerous as that."
ranks.
Wild did not remain there very long.
"Give them another dose as they go!" cried Wild.
He knew that it would be but a few minutes before the
"There is nothing like making a good job of it after you
approaching redskins would M dangerously close to the once start it. I'll
bet they will :find out that we are on the
camp.
warpath, too, before they get through with us !"
•
He made his way down, taking care not to expose himCrark ! crack, crack, crack!
self too much, for he knew it was quite likely that some
The death-dealing fire went out once more, and, becomof t11e Arapahoes were hiding near at hand, and if they ing
demoralized, the Arapahoes scattered and ran for
saw him a bullet would be apt to come his way.
cover.
r
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'!'hough he left his rifle behind,
Cheyenne Charlie laughed and shook his head grimly.
"I reckon that was a putty good dose," he observed. place of it.
The long, :flexible rope might eome in hand?. .
"Jest let 'em eome ag'in if they want some more."
Wild soon got to the top of the ascent, and then V"It seems awful to shoot them that way, though," said
he caught sight of the sunivors ',
his wife, looking at him and shaking her head as though from behind the rock,
the redskins who had made the attack upon tllem a sho1't she could hardly bring herself to do it.
"Well, yer kin imagine what they'd do ter us if they time before.
The copper-hued fiends had not got together yet.
got ther chance, can't yer, Anna?" he answered. "Wasn't
Some could be seen crawling down through the b11she~
they goin' ter torture me ter death? An' ain't they got
caution as they proceeded.
poor Arietta in their clutches at this very minute? There ancl using the utmost
he noted their actions.
when
Our hero smiled
ain't anything that yer kin do ter a redskin that's awful.
"They are only a cowardly lot, after all," he thought.
Jest remember that, gal."
"lt is old Jumping Stag who is the real :fighter, though.
''I suppose you know best, Charlie."
The majority of thei'P
"l reckon I do, Anna, when it comes ter talkin' about for he has been through the mill.
never brought many scalw
Injuns. I've seen so much of 'em that I know all about are young bucks, and they have
us so much that they are not
·em. There ain't a good one livin'; an· that's all there is back to the lodge. rrhey fear
going to allow the wild enthusias m of the old chief to get
ter it !"
But if they only get
Young Wild West was satisfied that the Indians would them too close to certain danger.
as savage and cruel
just
be
probabiy
will
they
chance
the
it
not attack them again right away, so he deciued that
ancl it is bound to
:fiends,
the
in
born
is
it
for
is,
would be a good chance for him to go and rescue Arietta. as he
how civilized
matter
no
other,
or
time
some
at
"'Boys," said he in a whisper to Charlie and Jim, "I come out
becom()."
to
am going to leave it to you to hold this spot against ~he they appear
'I'he daring boy now began the cleflcent.
redskins for awhile. I hardly think they will come back
He meant to reach the camp and save Arietta, no matvery soon, but will try strategy to get the best of us. But
while they are trying strategy I will be doing the same ter what happened.
Slowly but surely he worked hi ~ wny L101rn , and in a
thing. I am going to get Arietta away from them. I
guess you can manage to keep them .off, and I won't be few minutes he was past them.
Once or twice he was so close to "orne of them that he
gone a great while, anyhow."
tG get by without being discov"Go right away, Wild," answered Jim. "The quicker thought it hardly })Ossible
ered.
it
better
you get Arietta aw~y from the red scoundrels the
If he had been discovered he would have scattered them,
will be. You may have a good chance to do it now, for
on them with both revolver»
they will probably be paying so much attention to us just for he would lrnve opened fire
that they might have been
them
for
warm
so
it
now that they will not keep as good watch at their camp as and made
go.
him
let
glad to
they generally do."
When Wild reached the level ground below he crossed
an'
Wild,
on,
"That's right," nodded the scout ; "go
the trail and made his way direct to the river bank.
<lon't lose no time about it."
He intended to work his way to the Indian camp by
The truth of it was that our hero had been worrying
keeping under cover of the trees and bushes that lined
' considerably about his sweetheart.
the bank.
He did not know just how far the villainous old chief
It was a good thing that the boy did go to the rircr,
might go.
.for he had no sooner got there when he hcnrd t hr ~onnd~
'l'he dashing young deadshot was soon ready to leave.
made by dipping paddles.
"I won't take my rifle with m~," he saitl, "as I don't
Looking around, 11e sa 1r a canoe coming tlO\rn the
intend to get in a :fight with the red :fiends if 1 can help
stream close to the shore.
it, and if I do it will be at close quarters. "
In the frail craft were two Indian IJJ·arc" and a white
There was re.ally only one way to get down to -the level
girl with her hands bound behind her.
of th~ river, and that was by the way they had come up
Young Wild West could scarcely beliere bi:- e.1·es.
the mountain .
The girl waR Arietta!
The defeated party of redskins were in the near vicinity,
to
and right on the way, but that made little difference
CHAPTE R Vl TT.
Young Wild West.
He' meant to ascend to the spot where Arietta had been
WlLD'S FIGHT JN THE WA'l'B H.
raptured and then go on down from that point after first
Why it waR that the two Indians were taking _\.rietta
picking out a route.
the ran or Young Wihl Wr;:t rou lcl not
Assuring bis companions that he would not be gone any clown the riYer
longer than was absolutely necessary, he started around imagine.
But he was de! i_glited be.rand meai;nn'. just tlit• ~a me.
the rock, made his way along the narrow ledge and then
Nothing <loulc1 have pleased him better, unlcs~ ilte
be~an to go up the a•ce_?t.
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the girl at liberty and he had met her them not to, and when they allowed
her to speak she dehe camp.
clared that she would not make an outcry.
e redskins in the canoe was a chief, as our
Lame Elk believed her, and so she was allowed to have
tell by bis head-dress.
the use of her tongue, though her hands were kept tied
e recognized him as the one he had heard the old chief behind her.
address as Lame Elk, while he had been near the camp
Young Wil<l West was not long in formula ting a plan
prior to his rescue of Cheyenne Charlie.
of action.
0 Lu hero did not lose his wonderful coolness for a single
A few yards below him there was a quick bend. in the
instant.
river, and right near it was a tree, the limbs of which hung
'l'hough it was a great surprise for him to see his pretty out over the
water.
sweetheart in the canoe, he did not become anything like
Wild saw that 1.he canoe woulcl ~urely make the turn
excited and do something rash.
close to the little poini. that caused the turn, and, acting
He simply looked up and down the river for a sui table on a sucl<len impulse,
he threw oil ]1is hat and climbed
place from which he would be able to give the two Arapa- the tree, droppin
g his lariat by° the hat.
hoes a surprise and effect the girl's rescue at the same
Out upon one of the limbs he worked. his way until he
time.
was directly over the water.
The canoe was coming down the river quite close to the
Re was not a minute too soon, either, for along came
shore and the two redskins were working the paddles with the canoe, the
two redskins pntlclling in a stealthy manner
'Very little noise.
in an effort to get a goocl uistance from the camp before
It was quite evident that they were trying to keep from the disappearance of
the girl woulcl be discovered.
being seen or heard, and this made it appear to our hero
\Vilcl nerved him seli for something desperate when the
that they were stealing away from the camp with the girl, canoe came around.
the bend. with the two redskins and
unknown to the old chief and the rest or the tribe.
Arietta in it.
And this is just what they were doing.
When the frail craft was directly under him Wild leapea
Lame Elli: had taken offenese at something old Jumping
clown upon them, regardless of what might happen.
Stag had said to him and they ha<l quarreled.
OraHh !
It was not about the girl captive, but related to the
Splash!
escape of the scout.
The feet of Young Wild West struck the bottom or the
The young cl_iief decided to get square with the ol<l reicanoe an<l went through it.
low.
But he had gauged the distance well, and as he struck
He was unmarri ed, and, seeing in the beautifu l palehi s hancls went out .on either side and caught both Arapaface maiden a fine young squaw for him, he <leci<le<l to
hoe; by their hair.
steal her away and make down the river with her.
Splash- splash !
Lame Elk really had more followers among the ArapaLame Elk and his companion took to the river headhoes than Jumpin g f)tag did.
.first.
But he only let one of them into his proposed plan.
Our hero had become i.angled in the break he had made
This was a young brave who aspired to be a chief in the
Lluough the frail birchbark craft, an<l as it sank with him
near future.
he whipped out his knife an<l reached over and severed
The brave went by the name of Fall-In-'i'{ater, and, the bonds of
Arietta.
under the promise of being made a chief when Lame Elk
"Get ashore, Et!" he exclaimed. "You can wade, for
took the place of Jumpin g Stag, he agreed to help the 1 am standing on
the bottom at this minute. I'll soon
young chief carry out his se;beme.
join you. I have got to fix the two redskins first"
The idea was to carry the paleface maiden down the
"Wait till I help you get loose .from the canoe, Wild,"
river and conceal her in some safe hiding-place and then was the reply from
the brave girl, who had quickly recome back to the camp again.
covered :from her surprise at the suclclen appearance of
The escape of the girl would be laid to her paleface her <lashing young
lover on the scene.
friend~, so Lame Elk declared.
Our hero was standing on the sandy bottom of tlie river
During the excitement caused by the word that the now, nearly waist-<le
ep in the water, and t11e canoe was
party of fifty Arapahoes had been repulsed by a heavy graclunlly going
down under the weight of the girl.
loss from the bullets of the palefaces up on the mountai nH she had left it, as he told her to, he would have been
side, which was brought to the chief by one of the sur- hampered by the
craft, since it would have entangle d his
viYors, the two redskins had no difficulty in removing the legs so he could have
done Ii ttle but to try and get loose.
11:irl from the tepee she had been confined in and getting
And it· was necessary ihat he should do more than that
her ·to the river.
just now, for the two Indians were coming for him for
'1'11en she was placed in the canoe and the two started all they were worth.
c101rn the stream with her.
When the dashing young dcadshot hurled t1rnm both
They had been about to gag her, but Arietta motioned from the canoe they went
out on the side that was toward
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the center of the stream, and it so happened that there hero with it, while Lame Elk was waiting fo~ : ,
.
nity to deliver a thrust with his knife.
was quite a deep channel right there.
Young'
of
face
handsoine
the
on
There was a smile
Before they came to the surface they had drifted a few
feet down the stream and were then forced to swim until West.
He was just as confident of defeating the two Indians
they could touch bottom.
It was but a few feet for them to swim, but such things as he was that the canoe was out of business.
Swish!
take time, and when they came rushing for our hero and
The paddle in the hands of the brave came dO\rn
the
and
tomahawk
uplifted
an
with
one
bis sweetheart,
for his head.
viciously
them.
for
ready
was
other with a knife, Wild
''Splash!
and
it,
help
could
he
i.f
shot
He did not want to fire a
It hit the water on the left of our hero, for he very
the redskins could not if they desired to, since they had
got out of the way of the blow.
neatly
an
such
in
lost their shooters when they went overboard
!
Whizz-thud
unexpected manner. tomahawk go almost at the same imtant.
the
Wild let
Only the muzzles of Wild's revolvers had touched the
The Arapahoe brave was not quick enough to dodge it,
~vater, so if it was a matter of compulsion he could use
and the sharp point struck hi s. forehead.
them all right.
Without so much as a groan, he staggered back and
But he did not think he would have to use them.
Just as the two Indians reached the side of the sunken sank beneath the water.
"Now, you red hound, I'll give you your m~dicine !"
canoe he managed to extricate himself from it, and then
exclaimt!d the dashing young deadshot, as he warded off
both he and Arietta moved for the bank.
At this the Arapahoe who hacl the tomahawk let it go a blow that the young chief struck at him. "It is your
turn next!"
at the boy's head.
"Ugh!" grunted Lame Elk; "Young Wild West heap
But Wild saw what he intended to do and he dodged
much brave, but me big chief; me no afraid!"
just in time.
"Come on, then! The quicker we have it done with foe
'l'he tomahawk whizzed over him and stuck in the tree
better. I don't proporn to stay in the water ve~·y long; I
he had dropped from.
"Get upon the bank and get that for me, Et," he said. ha Ye other business to attend to."
The reclskjn moved a step forward lo meet him.
"That will just come in handy, I think."
the two knives came together with a ring;
Then
surged
now
he
and
1.11i.fe,
the
It was Lame Elk who had
Elk let out a shout, as though to spur 11imself on.
Lame
boy.
the
at
savagely
forward through the water and struck
Wild West will die, like the paleface dog he is!"
"Young
But the blow was neatly warded off.
'
cried.
he
"I guess I can give the pair of you all that is coming,"
retorted
hound!"
red
sneaking
you
hand,
your
by
"Not
he said, coolly. "Just wait awhile and I'll send you both
Wild, warming up to the woTk. "There never lived a redto the bottom of the river!"
skin who could beat me at this game!"
Lame Elk drew back to a safe distance.
There was something exhilarating about a contest that
He was shrewd enough to realize that Young Wild West
·••as simply waiting to make a thrust that would find hi;i wa;: on an equal footing, and Wild really enjoyed it,
though he knew his opponent was trying his leYcl best to
heart.
'l'he other Indian, since he had no weapons, kept well kill him.
The boy could have slain the redskin right at the srart,
oiit of the way.
But he soon realized that he had to join in the fight, but he did not want to do it.
It was not his liking to take the life of a fellow-creature,
too, for Arietta was now on the bank and in the act of
if it was a murderous redskin.
even
tree.
pulling the tomahawk from the
he was handling a rifle or reYo!Ycr it was differ- '
When
dropped
she
than
She no sooner had it in her possession
was no chance for sentiment then.
there
ent;
inthat
feet
into the water again and waded out the few
you a chance, Lame Rlk," 1ie sai d, whrn
give
will
"I
tervened between Wild and the bank.
could administer the death-blow at any
he
that
found
"Here, Wild," she said, speaking as calmly as though he
there was no danger whatever; "take the tomahawk ancl time he pleaEed. "ptive up and swim for the other sine?
let me have your knife! I'll show the reel fiends that I of the river if you want to live!"
'l'he young chief now knew that he stood no show wi t:1
can fight, if I am only a pale.face maiden!"
"I'll do the fi ghting in this case, Et," was the reply. the dashing young athlete.
He was not a coward, but he valued his life as much as
"If I couldn't hanrlle two rerlskins under conditions like
an'.yone living just then.
.
these I would be perfectly willing to go under."
But he did not want to show the paleface boy that he
pair.
the
for
started
then
an'c1
He took the tomahawk
.
a coward.
was
prothe
promised
By tl1is time the brave who had been
knife, gazing steadily
his
lowered
and
back
stepped
He
belonging
motion to a chief had found one of the paddles
hero.
our
of
eyes
the
into
O"IM'.
to the sunken canoe and he now prepared to strike
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1
eel hi s arms and threw out his d1esl.
<:hid 1rm; lo::it upon our hero, for at that moment Lam
p, 1 oung Wild West!" he said; "Lame Elk Elk 1rn;; doing his utmost,
and he was wat.ching his every
·award! He will die like the noble red man that move.
The two lndians with him c:ame to their leader·s as isrll might have been a bluff, but, at any rate, be wa:; ancc, and poor
Arietta, who a moment before thought
re11dy to receive the death-blow.
•he had succeeded in getting ' out of lhc clutches of tl1~
"S\l"im !" exclaimed our hero, pointing for the other 1 _\rapahoes, was
quickly bound and gagged.
~idt• of the river.
, I H all happened so quickly · tl{at she could i:;carcely real\\"iibout another word, the young chief obey\!d.
ize the fact that she was again a helpless prisoner.
Then om· hero turned to get upon the bank with his II 'I'o say that Jumpin
g Stag was elated at the smlden . turn
re~e uccl sweetheart.
of affairs would be putting it mildly.
But Arietta was not to be seen!
Ile quite naturall y thought thaL it was Young Wild
IJuring the fight in the water she had vanii:;hecl iu ::;ome \rest who had
succeedecl in stealing the girl away front
mysterious manner.
the tepee, and that Lame El,k had found him and wa~
... \ rietta !" the boy called, softly, and then a guttural fighting to regain
possession of her.
la11 gli came to his ears and the face of the olcl chi ef of
"We must take Young Wild West alive,'' the chief
the .\.rapahoes appeared through a break in th e bushes ! whisrerc u, and
then he picked up our hero's lariat and
started for the bank.
It was just then that \rilcl called softly to his sweetheart.
CHAPT ER ex.
Jumpin g Stag peered through the bushes and saw him
coming to the bank, while Lame Elk was swimmi ng toARIETTA , IN THE 'f E PEE AGAIN , ~'INDS A FRIEND.
ward the opposite shore.
" Ugh!" exclaimed the chief.
lt. :>o happeneu that old Jumpin g Stag was nol iong in
[nvoluntar1ly our hero started back.
finding out that the palcfncc maide11 bad eBcaped from
Ile no 1r knew why it was that be had failed to finr1
the tepee be had ordererl her to be placed in.
_\rietla there to greet him.
As Lame Elk supposed , be took it for granted that
He grabbed for one of his revolvers.
Yom1g \\'ild West had managed in i:;o mC' way t o get lier
1t was g-onc !
away from the camp.
During the fight in the irater both holsters had dropped
But this did not rletcr him from ;;tarting a . ~earch for below the surface
ancl the rigM one was gone.
11er right away.
He reached for lhc otl1 cr and found it there.
Il e ~ent for l~am r Elk to take charge of the scarC'h, but
It was on a line with the old chief's head in a twinklin g
the young chief was nowhere to be founcl.
and the boy pulled the trigger.
Then, after sending out lii s braves in eY<.: Tj' direction,
Click!
he set out himself. takinp: "·ith him two of the other chiefs
'L'hat was all.
who were ready to do anything he bade them.
The action 0£ the water bad dampen ed the cartrid~ c
When Lame Elk uttered his defiant cry as his fight with
00 it 11·oukl not explode.
to11ng Wild West began in earnest, the old chief and his
Jumpin g Stag had jerked his head out of sight, but
two c:ompanions were not more than fifty yards away from \\"hen he heard
the click he put it back again and laughGil
the spot.
derisively.
They all heard it, and it was quite natural that they
H e kn e11· what wa the matter.
should make for the point the cry came from.
Our hero was exasperated.
They came in sight of the thrilling scC'nc ju ~ t as AriHe no''" felt that he had made a mistake in not shooting
ct ta 1ras climbing out of the water.
the two redskins right at the start.
One of the r~dskinti raised his rifle to send a bullet at
His attempt to rescue Arietta had failed after all, b11t
'our hero, but the old chief stayed his hand .
he was not discouraged.
" The young paleface must be taken alive, " he whisJust no11· he mu,:t Rave himself, though, and ~here
pcrecl in the languag e of the tribe ; " he is Young Wild seemed but one
way to do it.
\Yest, the most dangerous of all the palefaces !"
That was to swim for tl1e opposite shore, the same a ~
Then .. ignoring. the desperate hand-to- hand figh t tl'.at' Lame Elk was
doing.
. .
.
j
\\'a~ tak111g place rn the shallow water, be crept stealthil y
Ancl before the three Ylllamou ~ rcdskms were aware of
fonrnrcl. and just as Arietta arose to her feet after getting what he was
up to, our hero was moving toward the center
out of the water. he ca11 ght hrr about thC' nrck anil of the stream
with lusty . trokcs.
dra7grd her back into the bushes, Rtifling the cry that , Jumping
Stal! rp1i ckly pusbco his 1rn~· through the
aro;;0 tn i1rr) ip~ at th e sam e time.
bu ~]](';; aml Rent thr lariat wl1izr.ing afirr thr boy.
Tl1c l ittlc noi e that \\"as made by the action of the old
Tt is a haru thing to lasso a person swimming, anyhow,
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and when the old chief had Young Wild West to deal civilized dm·ing her life on the reservation fr:
with he might just as well have not wasted his strength. in becoming the squaw of a man who alrcad)r 'l
living wives.
The boy simply dove and kept on ::;wimming.
Shining Eyes wa~ a squ£11v of much intelligence
head
to
l<Jlk
Lame
for
out
called
8tag
'l'hen Jumping
well educated in Jfoglish.
quite
alive.
taken
be
surely
must
he
that
him off, adding
smiled pleasantly when she entered the tepee an<l
She
answer.
The young chief did not
looked at her curiously, not knowing just ho\\· to
Arietta
chief.
old
the
obeying
done
It was plain that he was
at fir t.
her
take
to
meant
he
and
He had started out on his own hook,
maiden feel:; sad," said Shining Eyes i 11
paleface
"'fhe
light for the leadership o.£ the Arapahoes 1101\".
voice.
musical
low,
a
with
And nothing could have induced him to interfere
"Yes,'' answered the girl, "I do feel sad. I guess you
Young Wilcl West just then, for, in spite of the fact that
he was an Indian, he felt grateful to the dashing young would feel that way, too, if you thought you were surely
going · back to your friends and then all of a. sudden fouml
deadshot that bis life had been spared.
It was the action of the young chief that helped our hero your::;elf in the hands of those you hated again."
"Yes," nodded the squaw; " [ understand. . Whal i:o
mt in his effort to escape.
the name of the paleface maiden? Tell me; I am going
Just then the young chief landed.
He immediately sprang behind a clwnp of trees and to be your friend, perhaps."
"Arietta if' my name," and the captive girl looked at
was lost to view.
wondering if she really meant what she said.
her,
wa::;
distance
the
as
Wild kept right on swimming, and
is a pretty name."
"Arietta
befeet
thirty
or
not great, he was not more than twehty
think so?"
you
"Do
hind the Indian.
beginning to get along first rate now.
were
hrn
The
Not a shot had been fired at him, and he felt glad over
is Shining Eyes, or that is the way it
name
:Jiy
"Yes.
the fact. He would have made· an excellent target for
the language of the palefaces."
in
called
the redskins had they chosen to shoot at him while he was should be
than my name," said Arietta.
prettier
"That is much
wimming across the river.
if
Just as he reached the bank and crawled out the old "Indians have much nicer names than the palefaces,
·
chief of the Arapahoes must have thought that it was they have nothing else."
I
because
"I left the reservation with the Arapahoes
quite certain that he was going to escape, for he took r.
forced to," went.on the squaw, au expression of sad\\a8
it.
with
Khot
a
fired
and
companions
his
of
rifle from one
But the old villain's aim was not true and the bullet ness crossing her face. "The big chief of the Arapahoes
wants me to become his fourth wife, but I will die first!"
flew wide of its mark.
"Ah!" exclaimed Arietta; ''so you are a sensible In','Keep up your courage,. Et! I'll save you yet!" shouted
Wild, and then he darted into the bushes and got out o.f clian woman, then?"
"l have learned the 'vays of the white people; I hav(•
sight of them.
Arietta felt like giving a cry of despair, but ~he was learned their language, and I have been taught to think
as they think. I have tried to live right. "
possessed of too much nerve for that.
The heart or .1rictta warmed toward the squaw.
Jumping Stag did not give the order for the two lnShe felt that she was telling her the truth.
clians with him to swim the river au<l starL in lrnrsuit of
"Have yon no father or mother?;, she rcnturc<l, forgctour hero.
_/O n the contrary, he motioned them to lead the captive ting her plight for the time being.
The Indian girl-for she was not more than twenty, if
girl back to the camp.
her bead.
that-shook
Arithen
and
In less than five minutes it was reached,
answered; "they are both dead."
she
"No,"
her
been
etta was once more installed in the tepee that had
must leave the Arapahoes, Shining Eyes.
you
"Then
prison until Lame Elk came and took her out.
me when I go." .
with
go
The ghg was removed .from her mouth ancl a bright- You must
go, Arietta?" asked Shining Bye~,,
you
can
110w
"But
eyed squaw came in to comfort her.
The squaw came there for another purpo>'e, too, but 'in surprise .
"The way is bound to come. Young Wild We,:t, the
.\rictta did not know it just then.
Jumping Stag had strong suspicions that Lame ~lk was great paleface brave, of whom you must surely have heard,
no longer loyal to him, after what hacl ju:;t happener1, and is my lover. He will surely get me away from here."
The ·girl spoke in such a matter-of-fac t way that t11e
had told the squaw, whose name was Shining .Eyes, to
maiden looked at her in admiration.
Indian
the
part
the
go in and learn from the paleface maiden
Young Wild West who came and took you from
was
"It
from
young chief had played in her attempt to get away
short time ago?'• she askecl, looking at her
a
the tepee
the village.
He could not have sent a better one, as far as Arietta sharply.
"No, it was. orie of the Ar~pahoes who took me fr0m
was concerned, for the squaw ha<l been told by him that
she was to be bis next wifo, and she had ~ecome enough here. He put me in a canoe and took me down the river,
0
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ng Wild West came and saved me. It was had been seated upon while the conversation took place
chief, Lame Elk, who took me. He had a brave ~ and left the tepee.
im whom he called Fall-in-the -Water, or something
Shining Eyes went to the chief and told him what she
ike that. He did fall in the water, too, and he never had learned regarding the escape of the
white girl priscame up after he went down. Young Wild West killed 1oner from the tepee a shorL time before.
him with his own tomahawk, and then he fought Lame
She did not tell him anything else, though, for shr.
Elk and defeated him. He spared his life and told him 1was true to her purpose to help Arietta and
defeat the old
to swim across the river, and, glad to have the chance, the 1scoundrel in his intentions of making her
his squaw.
}'Ol1ng . chief did so. Then I got out of the water and
Jumping Stag looked troubled when be heard what the
Jumping Stag caught me again."
squaw bad to say.
"And what happened to Y ~ung Wild West and Lame
But he commended her for what she had done and told
Elk?" questioned the squaw, showing great interest.
her she might remain as a special guard over the paleface
"They both got across the river."
maiden.
"Lame Elk took you from the tepee, then?"
This was just what Shining Eyes wanted.
"Yes, it happened just a~ I have told you."
She now felt that s1rn could easily assist Arietta fo
"I ran understand why it was that Lame Elk did not escape when the darkness came, and if she
did manage it
come back, then."
she meant to go with her and take her chances with the
"The old chief will be angry with him when be bears palefaces.
it, I suppose?"
"He will kill him ?"
CHAPTE R X.
"Yes, or Lame Elk will kill Jumping, Stag. I have
thought for some time that the young chief wants to take
LA.ME ELK'S S.l\IOKE SIGNAL.
the place of the old. Lame Elk has the majority of the
braves. on hiii side, too. He did not want to leave the resW'ld
.
.
.
i was no t sure bu t th a t L ame Elk wo uld be wai·tervabon, but gave m to the old chief. Now I will
tell
you
.
t
. h. b ttl
.
.
un a e, so he was on tlle 1oo kou t f or h.im
that Jumpmg Stag sent me here to :find out how it was 1mgh ogive
t
d
as e en ere th e bus hes a t th e s1·d e of the st ream.
th at you escape d f rom tlie t epee. ,,
u
h t h'
· h
th
h. f
"An d
m.uc o is surprise,
e . saw
e •young c re si'tt'mg on
you wi·11 t e11 h.im, now th at you h ave foun d ou t ?·•
.
.
>:
•
•
•
"Y I ·1 t h'
·
t
b
k
.t
the water dnppmg from hrs leather breeches anu1
es, wi 1 e11 im, JUS · ecause 1 now i w1.11 worry a .tone,
f . dl
· h.
hi ,,
a nen y g1earn m
is eyes.
m.
"Ugh !" be said, rising to his feet; "so the young pale" He will think that Lame Elk means to rebel against face brave got here, eh?"
him, is that it?"
"Yes, I am here, redskin; what are you waiting for?'~
"Yes. That will help me, and it will help you, too."
"Lame Elk want to help Young Wild West."
"Wb~, you could help me, anybo.w. You could lef me
"Help me? What do you mean? Only a little while
leave this tepee and you could go with me after the dark- , ago you wanted to kill me."
ne~; comes.
. .
.
"Young Wild W~st is a great brave. He did not kill
I know. But wait till then. I am your friend. There me when he had the chance; Lame Elk wants
to pay him
will be much trouble in the camp; there will be fighting; '. back by helping him get the paleface maiden...
from Ju~1 am sure of it. Lame Elk will manage to :find some of ' ing Stag."
those who place the greatest of faith in him, and then
"I wouldn't trust you, · redskin."
there will be trouble. I have studied over such things
"I will help Young Wild West, anyhow, then."
and I know what I say."
"All rig'ht, I shan't stop you."
Arietta was now getting in quite an easy frame of mind.
"Jumping Stag, he go on warpath against the palefaces,
" Do you know what headway the chief has made in and Lame Elk will now go on warpath against
Jumping
captu~ing ,,my friends who are c~mped up on the moun- ; Stag. He will take the old chief's braves from him
and
tam-side? she asked, after a slight pause.
1lead them back to the reservation ."
"Yes, I know. .They mean to let them be until after I "Oh! So that is your game, eh? What
did you leave
the darkness comes. Then they will try to take them all the reservation for, anyhow?"
a~ive. Jumpin~ Sta_g wan_ts to torture th~ men until they j "It was Jumping Stag who made the
braves and the
die, and the girls, mcludmg yourself, will be drawn for , young bucks feel that they must go on the
warpath against
by his favorite chiefs. It is likely that he will want you the palefaces; he told them great tales of
how they would
for his :fifth wife, if he takes me for the fourth."
whip the paleface soldiers and have their old huntingShining Eyes spoke so fluently that Arietta would grounds back, and that they would have all
the firewater
hardly have known that she was an Indian if she had they could drink for many moons to come.
Many of them
heard her speaking without seeing her.
believed him, and so they left the reservation with him.
Then the Indian maiden arose from the bearskin she I I came along, :for I wanted to talk to the braves
and win
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Wild went down the river for about a m11 ;
them to my side, and when I became the chief of the tribe
Then selecting a narrow place, lie took a loo~ , ,
peace
make
and
I would lead them back to the reservation
finding the coast clear, entered the water and\,;
and,
good."
no
is
with the palefaces. Jumping Stag
the channel.
to
out
was
he
While our hero was talking with the redskin
Then he had but a. short swim before he was able t o
peering occasionally through the bushes and noting what
wade to the bank on the other side.
was taking place on the other side of the river.
But the most difficult part of it was now before him.
When he saw Arietta conducted back to the camp he
He was not aware that the redskins had decided to wait
gave his full attention to the chief.
"There may be some good left in you, Lame Elk," he until after dark before resuming hostilities, so he felt that
said. "Just tell me exactly what you mean to do, You · he ran quite a risk in making the attempt to reach the
say you are going on the warpath against the old chief? camp.
It was a good two miles from where he now was, but he
Well, I am on the warpath, too, and don't you forget it!''
out, holding his hunting-knif e in readiness to
started
"Young Wild West heap much brave."
in case he was attacked by any of the Arapafight
a
make
warthe
on
"Yes, I am a heap much brave, and I am
hoes.
do."
to
path. Now, tell me what you are going
But he managed to get along for half a mile without
":Jie send up smoke from three fires when the sun goes
down; then the brav~s who like Lame Elk will come to coming in contact with any of them, and then all of a
Isudden who should appear before him but Cheyenne Charhim . They will know what the smoke signal means."
" And you are going to give up making war on the pale- ' lie!
"We was keepin' a putty good watch, Wild," said the
faces, then?" Wild asked.
'.'Lame Elk ha s made no war on the palefaces," was the scout, "an' we seen yer comin'. Yer could~t manage ter
git .Arietta from ther redskins, bey?"
qmck reply.
"I had her free from them once, Charlie," our hero an1
you
and
though,
maiden,
"But you stole the paleface
1
"but luck was against me and they got her again."
swered,
hapI
when
canoe,
the
in
river
were taking her down the
"What!"
j
that?"
about_
How
game.
pened along .and stopped ~our
The scout looked at him in astonishment.
The red skm shrugged his shoulders and looked Just th•3
I Then he noticed that the daring young deadshot was
least bit stumped.
"You were not making war against the palefaces, but soaking wet.
you were stealing a white · girl, Lame Elk. That doesn't. i " You've been in ther river, I reckon," he said.
"Yes, a couple of times, Charlie. I 'll tell you all about
look as thol1gh you were as straight as you want it to apit in a few words."
pear." .
1
It did not take him long to let the scout know just what
palefacC'
make
to
Stag
Jumping
want
no
Elk
"Lame
' 1had happened.
maiden his squaw."
The two reached the camp without any trouble.
that
is
yours,
for
her
"And you thought you would take
Jim and the girls were much disappoiuted when they
.
it?"
that .Arietta was still a prisoner in the camp of the
found
squaw
Elk's
"If paleface maiden no want to be Lame
Arapahoes.
~he no be," and the young chief shook his head.
But they were. glad to see Wild get back.
"WC'll, Lame Elk, I don't take muc11 stock in what you
Our hero soon retired to the tent and gave Hop-ltis wet
say:.. It will depend upon how you behave yourself from
~ time out as to what kind of report I will make to the clothing to dry before a fire.
The Chinaman was pleased to do this.
\
oldiers when they come."
.Anything special that he was called upon to do for
Our hero decided that it was time that he crossed the
Young Wild West he con idered an honor, even if it was
river and get back to his fri ends on the mountain-side.
His cartridges had been spoiled ·by the water and he nothing more than to dry his wet clothing.
It was noon when the dashing young deads110t was what
stood little show if he came in contact with the redskins
he declared to be as good a ever.
on the other side of the river.
He had cleaned his revolver and substituted fresh carsaid.
he
Elk,"
Lame
friends,
"I am going back to my
for those that had been spoiled by the river water.
tridges
smoke
of
columns
"l will be on the watch for your three
not worn the belt containing the cartridges he
had
Re
at sunset."
rifle, so that made a saving in that direction.
his
in
used
"Good! Me help Young Wild West get paleface maiden
always had a good supply of ammunifriends
our
But
away from Jumping Stag. The tongue of Lame Elk is
they went on their trips, and there
when
them
tion with
~trai ght . "
packed away in their belongrevolvers
"All right; if you do I will speak a good word for you were always extra
and the redskins that follow you when the soldiers come." ings.
"I guess there is nothing to do but to wait till sunset
The Arapahoe nodded, and then without another word
got up from the rock he had been sitting upon and stalked and see what Lame Elk does," observed our hero, as be ·
t ook a peep down the mountain-side and found everything
away.
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"It is quite certain that the Arapahoes will
xtra strong guard over Arietta after what haptbis morning, so we would be unable to do anything
n the daylight."
"That's right," retorted Cheyenne Charlie, "tber only
thing ter do is ter make ther best of it an' wait. But I
put a good deal or faith in that feller Lame Elk, I do.
Of course I don't think he means ter help yer, as he said
he would, but when be gits ter figbtin' with ther old chief
we'll have our chance, see if we don't!"
"Me velly glad when um night comee," spoke up Hop,
as he swung the coffee-pot over the fire and turned around.
"Oh, you shet up, you yaller he~then !" retorted the
scout. "What do you know about it, anyhow?"
"Me go outee when darkee comee and me help save
Missy Alietta."
"You'll be mighty lucky if you save your own skin if
yer venture far from ther camp, 1 reckon."
"Me no 'flaid, Misler Charlie ; me gottee fireworks, an'
me shootee off and scare um ledskins likce sixty I"
Hop smiled in a childish way and moved over to where
the scout was' sitting on a rock, brightening up his hunting-knife as though he expected to exhibit it b!lfore very
long.
The Chinaman stooped as though to pick up something
and then stepped back and turned his attention to the
coffee-pot.
'L'he next instant there was a sudden hissing sound and
a streak of fire began to circle the rock Charlie was seated
upon.
"Great gimlets !" cried the scout, getting upon his feet
on top of the rock in a hurry and looking at what appeared to be a fiery serpent being chased by half a dozen
of its kind in a circle; "what in thunder is ther matter?"
Wild could not help laughing.
" Tt is one o.f Hop's fireworks, that\; al1," he said. "Take
it easy, Charlie."
'l'he whirling streak soon died out, and when it did there
was nothing but a piece of smoking pasteboard lying on
the ground.
Charlie got down off tlrn rock.
"You yaller galoot!" he exclaimed; "ain't I tolcl yer
not ter be playin' yer blamed tricks on me? Some of
these tim es l 'll git good an' mad an' I'll shoot your pigtail
clean from your head!"
"~fe only wantee showee fireworks," Hop answered,
meekly; "me no wantee scare um poor Misler Charlie."
'l'his remark nettled the scout more than ever.
He started after tl1c Celestial and made a kick at him,
which, ii it had landed, would probably have caused Hop
to remember it for some time.
But it did not. land.
The Chinaman was not in the habit of being kiCked,
not whel\ he expected anything of the kind, and he got out
of the way with surprisin~ agility. ,
The incident made the rest of our friends forget their
worriment for the time and a hearty laugh was the result.
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'I-hen Charlie cooled down and grinned rather sheepishly.
"It really serves you right, Charlie," said his wife. "You
are always sneering at Hop, and I don't blame him for
playing a trick on you once in awhile. He never doe;o
anything like that to Wild or Jim, you lmow."
"Oh, I reckon it's all right. I'll git square with him
afore mn11y days, see if I don't!" .
".Allee light, Misler Charlie," retorted Hop.
The noonday meal was soon cooked and eaten, Jim
keeping a watch until the rest were through.
Then he ate his dinner and Charlie went on duty for
the afternoon.
I
At intervals of every hall hour Wild went along the
ledge and ascended to the spot where he could look down
upon the Arapahoe camp.
Each time he went things appeared to be just about the
same.
As the ·un neared the line of the western horizon Hop
Wah became very busy with the bel~ngings he carried with
him on his piebald mule.
He had stated that he was going to help rescue Arietta,
and as Wihl had Raid nothing to the contrary, he meant
to be as good as his word.
The Chinaman always carried no end of small article;;
with him, and to look at them in a heap one would 1rnve
given much for th em.
It was just as the sun was sinking that orn· h ero suddenly saw three thin columns of smoke rising from a point
about two miles up the river.
"Lame Elk has done just as he Raid he would, boys!"
he exclaimed, calling tho attention of his two partners to
the smoke signal.
"I reckon thcr reel galoot mean R business, as far ao
givin' the1: old chief a liekin' goes," answered the scout.
"Me gittee leacly to go down and helpcc Rave Mis,sy Alietta now," said Hop, looking at Wilcl anJ i-;miling blandly.
Our hero thought a moment ancl then gave a noel of ai;sent.
"Go on," he remarked; "something tells me that-.. ,~·
will be all right, so let yourself go!"
·
"Me be velly calful, Mr. Wild; me make believe me 1
walkee on um eggs."
"I hope ther yaller galoot don't git caught by ther redskins," observed the scout, who thought more of the Celestial than he generally was willing to admit.

CHAPTER XI.
HOP WAH DISTURBS ·rnE INDIAN C.A.1\fP.

It seemed rather strange that Jumping Stag Rhould remain so qui et all that day, but he did .
H e had frequent consnltations with a few of the you ng
chi efs and braYcs he thought he could trust, though, for
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'l'his was probably owing lo the fact that lthey .. •.
dle-aged men and had been through several cam1
with him .
Arietta had been released from the bomb
her hand· behind her early in the day, but she had kept on
the alert to make it appear that she was still bound in
case the guards happened to look in .
But this they did not do, evidently taking it for granted
that Shining Eyes was doing her full lluty to the chief.
"I am going to cut a slit in the back of the tepee, so I
can have a look outside,'' said the brave girl to her companion, when she realized that it was now about as dark
as it would be.
The squaw nodded.
With the hunting-knife that she always carried, Arietta
cut a slit in the back of the tepee, and foen spreading it
apart, took a look out at what was taking place.
Half a clozen fires were burning in the camp, and by the
the camp.
light that came from them she could see many of the
s
argument
and
rifo
were
s
muttering
and
ngs
Whisperi
braves taking_their horses and leaving.
hand.
every
on
place
were taking
It seelu.cd a little strange to her that the old chief did
were
n
reservatio
the
leave
to
loath
been
had
Those who
not make a move to prevent their leaving, but he did not.
the
of
war-talk
the
to
listened
had
now sorry that they
He sat in front of the tepee he called his lodge, calmly
Elk
Lame
join
to
eager
and
old chief and they were ready
smoking his pipe and apparently indifferent to what was
them
wante<l
he
thought
·
and go back, for that is what they
taking place.
to do.
groups, and not until the last
in
IIores and b1:aves left
'
Arietta, in the tepee, was not long in learning the exist- of those who had decided to join Lame Elk had taken their
ing state of affairs.
departure did the old chief lay aside his pipe and rise to .
Shining Eyes, the young squaw, had remained with her his feet. '
pretty much the entire day, and when she beard that there
Then it was that something took place that not one in
was a revolt among the braves she looked forward for the camp was prepared to see.
something to happen that would be of benefit to her.
There came a sharp fl.ash right at the feet of Jumping
Just as it began to grow dark the squaw, who had been Stag, and then with a hissing sound, a fiery snake shot
outside gathering information, came in, and in a low whis- along the groUl1d in front of him.
per said:
Bang!
"More than half of the old chic.f's men are making
It struck the sillc of the tepee and exploded with a loud
ready to leave him and join Lame Elk. rrhe time will soon noise, sending a Til)Tiad of sparks in the air and causing
be here when we must try and get away and join your consternation amo11g the redskins gathered there in the
frjl{r~.s at their camp."
capacity of advisers to the chief.
Arietta smiled.
"Hop Wah!" exclaimed Arietta, for she knew that the
took
they
that
belt
cartridge
and
revolver
my
"Get me
Chinaman was responsible for what had happened right
from me, won't you, Shining Eyes?" sl1e said. "You away.
promised to do so as soon as it became dark enough."
"What is it?" cried Shining Eyes, showing the alarm
"Shining Eyes will do as she promised the paleface
that she felt, Jor the proceeding was such a strange and
maiden," the squaw answered, dropping back into the In- unnatural one that she could not at all understand it.
dian style of talking. "Arietta must not be alarmed."
"My friends are close by," answered Arietta.
A few minutes later she went out of the tepee, only to . "Do your frien<ls have snakes of :fire to help them fight
return in a short time with the articles Arietta wanted.
the Indians? "
The two b'raves who had been guarding the tepee all day
"Sometimes they do. But don't be alarmed, Shining
had just been relieved by two more when the smoke signal
Eyes; the fire won't hurt us, so long as we do not get close
was first observed by those in the camp.
enough to it to let it burn us. rrhere is DO clanger. Ab !"
The latter were more interested in what was taking
scudding
Just then another of the fiery serpents went
1
place in the camp than they" were in keeping a watch on
.
ground
the
along
the paleface maiden the old chief had appointed them to
It hit Jumping Stag on the foot and exploded, a!; the
guard.
They were staunch adherents of the chief, however, and other had done.
The whole camp was now in ·an uproar.
were ready to :fight for his cause.

lhe old chief knew that Lame Elk was very popular with
the rank and file of the Arapahoes.
•Jumping Stag did not know whether the young chief
had decided to quit them and go back to the reservation
and report where they were or but that he might be laying
his plans to gain the upper hand of him.
When sunset came he knew that the latter was the cor. rect thing.
Ile rnw the three columns of soke rising jn the air, and
and so did many of the braves at the same time.
Those who did not see it right away bad their attention
called to the signal.
The close friends of the young chief knew exactly what
the signal meant, though the others did not.
l -.ft-.was the signal that Lame Elk meant to give when he
was ready to assert his right as a leader of the tribe.
In less than five minutes from the time the smoke signal first appeared there was considerable excitement in
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right at the back of the tepee, lying flat on
"Now is the time, Et!" he exclaimed. "Come on!
ach, for he knew that it would be dangero us for You, too, Hop!"
to rise, since some of the redskins were as close as a
ey came, and then all three hurried over to where
dozen feet to him.
as.
But he was bound to let Arietta know that he was there;
to the trail they went, and then, without being
he could not help that.
o fire a shot, they reached the spot where they
Holding his revolver ready, in one hancl, he 1vorked the
·r horses and found Shining Eyes there with
other against the skin and began scratchi ng.
ac1 taken from the camp.
rl'hen, much to his satisfact ion, the skin parted slightly.
an easy matter for them all to mount and
' Hello!" he whispere d, taking the ri~k that there was
up the mountai n.
no one there to interfere with him.
~ith Wild and Hop, and the Indian girl
"Wild!" came the answer from within in a low but joyeds belongin g to the Arapaho es.
ons tone of voice.
ually died out, showing th!lt the figln
''It is I, Et. But you must not come out just now. rrhe was of short
ion, and as they i;eached their camping tepee ii; surround ed."
place there were no further sounds that would in.d icate
"Come in, Wild; there is room for one more, I guess." 1.hat there was
any trouble below them.
\...
"Is Hop in there?"
Jim, Anna and Eloise were delighte d to see Arietta
"Yes, and a young squaw who is a friend to me--a very back safe and
sound, and when they hearcl how Shining
good friend, too. I s it safe for you to come in?"
8ycs had befriend ed her they gave the squaw a warm wel"I guess you had ,b etter come out. Just tell Hop to come.
let ' some of his :fireworks go, and the:r:i you may have the
The night was spent in peace and quietneRs, and when
chance. "
morning tlawnecl Wild ascended to thC' hc1ght above> the
"Shinin g Eyes is coming with me when I come, Wild. camp ancl looked
down at the Arapahoe> camp.
I will not go back on her, after promisin g to takC' he>r
fic saw that the whole band wa>< together again, and
with me."
that tbey were making ready to move.
"Certain ly she can come. But can't she leave while the
Then he turned hi~ gaze down the rough mountai n trail
redskins arc looking and get a couple oi' horses, Ro you and saw a
solitary Ind im1 riding up.
and her can ride away on them?"
It was Lame ~lk.
"I
do as Young Wild West says," whispere d a YOicc
Our hero rlcscenrled from the cli [ and told his compnnclose to our hero's ear. "Which way shall I take the ions ~ho was
coming.
horses and wait?"
rrhe young c11icf 1'0011 Cflffi(' in Right, waving a white
"To the opposite side of the camp,"• Wi1c1 anMweml, lrnnclkerchicf.
knowing that it was the squaw he was h1lking to.
Wild moti01wr1 for him io rome on, ancl then Lame Blk
The next minute he heard her leave the tepee, and As said:
she came around so he coulcl see her he observed fhat she'. ''Jumpi ng
Stag is dead and the Arapaho es are all going
was running lightly toward the group of women and chll- bae:k to the
reservat ion. Good-by, Yo11ncr Wild West!
dren of the tribe.
You no have to go on the warpath now."
"Hop," whispere d our hero.
With that he was gone.
"Whatte e want, Misler Wild?" came from within.
"WC'll, T was on the warpath , as far a~ the saying goes.
"vVhen I say the word let a whole bunch of yout fire- even if it wasn't
such a war," om hero remarke d.
.___
works go right at the chief. Get ready." .
As they reached a little town two days later without
All the Indians who encircled the tepee that could Ree mishap, t11is
ends the story of Arietta Among the Arapahim from where they were standing had their eyes fixed 1hoes.
on the chief, for he seemed to be the target of the mysteTHE END.
rious explosive missiles, and they could not understa nd
what it all meant, anyhow.
Uead "YOUN G WILD WES'l' AND 'NEBRA SKA
"Let your fireworks go, Hop!"
XICK'; OR, TUE CArr'rL E THIEV ES OF THE
rrhe next moment there was a series of hissing .sounds PLA'l'T E,"
wl1ich will be the next number (175) of
and streaks of fire began shooting about among the reel- "Wild West Wee'ldy.
"
skins.
Bang! bang! bang!
Three explosions rang out in quick succession, and then,
SPECIA L NOTIC E: All back numbers of this weekly
as if it was the signal they were waiting for, Lame Elk and are always
in print. If you cannot obtain them from anv
his followers opened up hostilitie s.
new~rlealer. sen.a the price in money or postnge stamps by
Wild hAd been watchin g Shining Eyes, and he knew mail to "FRANK
TOUSE Y. PURLT 8RER. 24 UNION
~he was safely ol1t oi' the camp by t)lis time, for no one SQU
ARR, NEW YORK. and yot1 will receive the copie~
hail p:iicl the least bit of attention.. to her.
you order by return mail. '
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MESMERISM.
No. 81. HOW TO MESMERIZE.-Containing the most ap- ·
provecl methods of mesmerism; also how to cure all kinds of
di seases by animal magnetism, or, magnetic healing. By Prof. Leo
H ugo Koch, A. C. S., author of "How to Hypnotize," etc.

PALMISTRY.

No. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Embracinll' all of the latest and most de<;eptive card tricks, with illustrat10Es· By A. Anderson.
,., No.. 7_1. HOW .TO DO F<;>RTY TRICKS WITH; CARpS.Uontam1~1\' deceptiv~ Card Tricks as performed by leadmg conJurors
and magicians. Arranged for home amusement. Fully illustrated.

No. 82. HOW TO DO PALMISTRY.-Containing the most apMAGIC.
proved methods of reading the lines on the hand, together with
No. ?· HOW ~ DO TRICKS.-The great book of magic and
a full explanation of their meaning. Also explaining phrenology, card tricks, contammg full instruction on all the leading card tricks
and the key for telling character by the bumps on the head. By of the d~y, also ~~e most popular magical ill~sions as per.fprmed by
Leo Hugo Koch, A. C. S. Fully illustrated.
ouz: lea~mg mag1c1ans; every boy should obtam a copy of this bock.
HYPNOTISM.
as it will both amuse and instruct.
No. 83. HOW TO HYPNOTIZE.-Containing valuable and inNo._ 22 · HO~ TO DO SECOND SIGHT.-Heller's second sight
structive information regarding the science of hypnotism. Also explamed b:J'. his former assistant, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining how
the secret dialogues were carried on between the magician and the
explaining the most approved methods which are employed by the boy on the stage; alS<> giving all the codes and signals. The
only
leading hypnotists of the world. By Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S.
authentic explanation of second sight.
SPORTING.
No. 43. HOW '.I.'O BECOME A MAGICIAN.-Containing the
No. 21. HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-The most complete grandest assortment of magical illusions ever placed before the I<.
hunting and fishing guide ever published. It contains full in- public. Also tricks with cards. incantations, etc.
• ~
structions about guns, hunting dogs, traps, trapping and fishing,
No. 68. HOW TO DO CIIEl\IICAL TRICKS.-Containing o~r
together with descriptions of game and fish.
one hundred highly amusing and instructive tricks with chemical's.
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT.-Fully By A. Anderson. Handsomely illustrated.
illustrated. Every boy should know ·h ow to row and sail a boat.
No. 69. HOW 'l'O DO SLEIGHT OF HAND.-Containing o.er
Full instructions are given in this little book, together with in- ~fty of the latest and best tricks used by magicians. Also containstructions on swimming and riding, companion sports to boating.
mg the secret of second sight. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
No. 47. HOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND DRIVE A HORSE.- . No., 70. HOW '.J.'O M;\KE MAGIC TOYS.-Containing full
A. complete treatise on the horse. Describing the most useful horaes directions for makmg Magic '.I.'oys and devices of many kinds. ~y
for business, the best horses for the road; also valuable recipes for A. Anderson. Fully illustmted.
·
diseases pecaliar to the horse.
No. 73 .. HOW. TO ~O TRICKS WITH NUMBERS.-Showing
No. 48. HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL CANOES.-A ·h andy many curious tricks with figures and the magic of numbers. By A.
book for boys, containing full directions for constructing canoes Anderson. Fully illustrated.
and the most PQI>lllar manner of sailing them. Fully illustrated.
.No. 7.5. HO\Y TO ~ECOME A CONJUROR. - Containing
By c. Stansfield Hicks.
tricks with Dommos, Dice, Cups and Balls, Hats etc. Embracing
thirty-six illustrations. By A. Anderson.
'
FORTUNE TELLING.
No. 78. ~-IqW TO DO THE .BLACK ART.-Containing a comNo. 1. NAPOLEON'S ORACULUM AND DREAM BOOK.- plete descnpt1on of the mysteries of Magic and gfeight of Hand,
Containing the great oracle of human destiny; also the true mean- together with many wonderful experiments. By A. Anderson .
ing of almost any kind of dreams, together with charms, ceremonies, Illustrated.
and curious games of cards. A complete book.
MECHANICAL.
No. 23. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.-Everybody dreams,
No. 29. HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOR.-Every boy
from the little child to the aged man and woman. This little book
gives the explanation to all kinds of dreams, together with lucky shoul~ ~now bow inventions originated. This book explains them
all, g1vu:~g examples in electricity, hydraulics, magnetism, optics,
and unlucky Jays, and "Napoleon's Oraculum," the book of fate.
No. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.-Everyone is desirous of pneumatics, mechanics, etc. The most instructive book published.
knowing what his future life will bring forth, whether happiness or . No. 5(;i. HOW TO BECOME AN ENGINEER.-Containing f
misery, wealth or poverty. Xou can tell by a glance at this little rnstructions how to proceed in order to become a locomotive enbook. Buy one and be convinced. Tell your own fortune. Tell gi~eer; also dir~cti.ons for buildi.ng a model locomotive; together
with a full descr1pt10n of everythrng an engineer should know.
the fortune of your friends.
No. 57. HOW TO MAKE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.-Full
)l"o. 76. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES BY THE HAND.directions
how to mak~ a B!l-njo, Violin, Zither, lEolian Harp, XyloContaining rules for telling fortunes by the aid of lines of the hand,
phone
and other musical rnstruments; together with a b_...ief...df
or the secret of palmistry. Also the secret of telling future events
by aid of moles, marks, scars, etc. Illustrated. By A. Anderson. scription of nearly every musical instrument used in ancient or
modern times. Profusely illustl'ated. By Algernon S. Fitzgerald,
ATHLETIC.
for twenty years bandmaster of the Royal Bengal Marines.
No. 6. HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE.-Giving full inNo. 59. HOW TO MAKE A MAGIC LANTERN.-Containing
struction for the use of dumb bells, Indian clubs. parallel bars, a description of the lantern, together with its history and invention.
boi·izontal bars and various other methods of developing a good, Also full directions for Its use and for painting slides. Handsomely
healthy muscle; containing over sixty illustrations. Every 1'oy can illustrated. By John Allen.
·
become strong and healthy by following the instructions contained
No. 71. HOW TO DO MECHANICAL TRICKS.-Containing
in tbis little book.
complete instructions for performing over sixty Mechanical Tricks.
Xo. 10. HOW TO BOX.-The art of self-defense made easy. By A. Anderson. Fully illustrated.
Containing over thirty illustrations of guards, blows, and the different positions of a good boxer. Every boy should obtain one of
LETTER WRITING.
these useful and instructive books, as it will teach you how to box
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.-A most comwi thout a.n instructor.
plete little book, containing full directions for writing love-letters,
No. 25. HOW TO BECOME A GYMNAST.-Containing full and when to use them, giving specimen letters for young and old.
No. 12. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO LADIES.-Giving
instructions for all kinds of gymnastic sports and athletic exercises.
Embracing thirty-five illustrations. By Professor W. Macdonald. complete instructions for writing letters to ladies on all subjects;
also letters of introduction, notes and requests.
A handy and useful book..
No. 24. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO GENTLEMEN.No. 34. HOW •.ro FENCE.-Containlng full instruction for
fbncing and the use of the broadsword; also instruction in archery. Containing full directions for writing to gentlemen on all subjects;
Described with twenty--0ne practical illustrations, giving the best also giving sample letters for instruction.
No. 53. HOW TO WRITE J...E'l'TERS.-A wonderlul little
positions in fencing. A. complete book.
·
book, telling you how to write to your sweetheart, your father,
TRICKS WITH CARDS.
mother, sister, brother, employer; and, in fact, everybody and anyNo. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Containing body you wish to write to. Every young man and every young
eXPlanations of tbe general principles of sleight-of-hand applicable lady in the land should hnvl' this book.
to card tricks; of card tricks with ordinary cards, and not requiring
No. 74. HOW '1'0 WRITE LETTERS C0RRECTLY.-(Jonsleight-of-hand; of tricks involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of taining full instructions for writing letters on almost any subject;
1pecially prepared cards. By Professor Haffner. Illustrated.
also rules for punctuation and composition, with specimen letters.

HE STAGE.
OF NEW YORK END MEN'S JOKE
a gr cat variety of the latest jokes used by the
. men. No amateur minstrels is complete without
.L.
ul little book.
this
No .. 4~. THE ~OYS OF NEW YORK STUMP 8PEAKER.Conta1?mg a varied asso,rtJ:?ent of ,;tump speeches, Negro, Dutch
and Irish. Also end mens Jokes. Just the thing for home amusement and amateur shows.
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
AND JOKl!l BQOK.:--Something new and very instructive. Every
boy. s~ould obtam this ~ook, as it contains full instructions for orgamzmg an amateur mmstrel troupe.
No. 65. MULDOON'S JOKES.-This is one of the most original
joke ~ooks ever puhlishe~, and it is brimful of wit and humor. It
contams a large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums etc. of
Terrence l\Iuldoon, the great wit, bumorist, and practical' joke~ of
the day. Every boy who can enjoy a good substantial joke should
Qbtain a copy immediately.
No .. 79. HQW TO BECOME AN .A.CTOR.-Containing complete mstruct10ns how to make up for various characters on the
1tage.; tog~ther with the duties of the Stage Manager, Prompter,
Scemc Artist and Property Man. By a prominent Stage Manager.
N!J. 80. GUS WILLIAMS' JOKE BOOK.-Containing the latest Jokes, anecdotes and funny stories of this world-renowned and
ever popular Uer~~n comedian. Sixty-four pages; handsome
colo ~ cover contammg a half-tone photo of the author.

No. 31. HOW TO BEJOOME A SPEAKER.-Conta·.
teen illustrations, giving the diffet•ent positions requisite
a good, speaker, reader and elocutionist. Also containing gc1
a.II the popular !luthors of prose and poetry, arranged in the
simple and concise manner possible.
No. 49. _HOW TO DEBA'l'E.-Giving rules for conducting debates, outlines for debates, questions for discussion and the best
sources for procuring information on the questions given.

SOCIETY.

No. 3. HOW TO FLIRT.-The arts and wiles of flirtation are
fully explained by this little book. Besides the various methods of
ba.r.dkercbief,. fan. glove, parasol, window and hat flirtation, it con~ams a .full hst of the language and sentiment of flowers, which i11
m.terestmg to everybody, both old and young. You cannot be happy
without one.
. No. 4. H.OW .TO DANCE is the title of a new and handsome
l~ttle book Just issued by l<'rank Tousey. It contains fi.til instruct10ns in the art of dancing, etiquette in the ball-room and at partie~
how to dress, and full directions for calling off in all popular squa:·e
dances.
No. ~· . HOW TC? M~~ LOVJ!l.-.A. C!Jmplete guide to lo'7e,
court~b1p and marriage, g1vmg sensible advice, rules and etiquette
to be observed, with many curious and interesting things not generally known.
No. 17. f!:OW 'l'O DRESS.-Containing full instruction in the
art of dressing and appearing well at home and abroad giving the
selections of colors, material, and how to have them made up.
No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEJAUTIFUL.-One of the
HOUSEKEEPING.
brightest an~ most valuable little books ever given to the world.
I N<?. 16. H9W TO KEEP A, WIND.OW G.A.RDEN.-Containing Everybod7 wishes to. kn?w bow to become beautiful, both male and
full mstruct1ons for constructmg a wmdow garden either in town female. rhe secret 1s simple, and almost costless. Read this book
or country, and the most approved methods for raising beautiful and be convinced bow to become beautiful.
flowers at home. The most complete book of the kind ever pubBIRDS AND ANIMALS.
1 lisbed.
No. 30. HOW TO COOK.-One of the most instructive books
No. 7. FIOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Handsomely illustrated and
01acooking, ever published. It. contains. recipes for cooking meats, containing full instructions for the management and training of the
fiiib, game,. and oysters; also pies, puddmgs, cakes and all kinds of canary, mockingbird, bobolink, blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
p~ry, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS .A.ND
c ks.
RABBITS.-A useful and instructive book. Handsomely illusfor
information
contains
HOUSE.-It
KEEP
TO
HOW
37.
o.
trated. By Ira Drofraw.
evtlt.ybody, boys, girls, men and women; it will teach you bow to
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Including hints
make almost anything around the house, such as parlor ornaments on bow to catch moles, weasels, otter, rats, squirrels and birds.
brackets, cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds.' Also how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J. Harrington
Keene.
ELECTRICAL.
--·
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND .A.NIMALS.-A
No. 46. HOW TO MAKEJ AND USEJ ELEOTRICITY.-A de- valuable book, giving instructions in collecting, preparing, mounting
scription of the wonderful uses of electricity and electro magnetism· and preserving birds, animals and insects.
together with full insti·uctions for making Electric Toys, Batteries:
No. 54. HOW TO KEJEP AND MANAGE PETS.-Giving com·
etc. By George Trebel, A. M., M. D. Containing over fifty il- plete information as to the manner and method of raising, keeping,
ustrations.
~aming,. breeding, an.d managing all kinds of p~ts; also giving full
~o. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.-Con- !nstruct1.ons for m~kmi; cages, etc. Fully explamed by twenty-eight
ta!ning full directions for making electrical machines, induction 1llustrat10ns, makmg 1t the most complete book of the kind ·ever
coils, dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electricity. published.
By R. A. R. Bennett. Fully illustrated.
MISCELLANEOUS.
No. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Containing a
~o. 8. HOW TO BIWOMEl A SCIENTIST.-A useful and in·
large collection of instructive and highly amusing electrical tricks,
a complete treatise on chemistry; also ex·
giving
book,
structive
together with illustrations. By A. Anderson.
peri!llents in aco:ustics, mechanics, mathematics, chemistry, and di·
rections for makmg fiJ:eworks, colored fires, and gas balloons. This
E NTE RTA IN ME NT.
No. 9. HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILOQUIST.-By Harry book cannot be equaled.
No. 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A complete hand-book for
Ke1'nedy. The secret given away. Every intelli~ent boy reading
this book of instructions, by a practical professor (delighting multi- making all kinds of candy, ice-creall'..!..._syrup~essences. etcu etc.
84. HOW TO BECOME AJ.Y AUTHOR.-Containing full
No.
the
master
can
es every night with bis wonderful imitations),
ct, and create any amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the information regarding choice of subjects, the use of words and the
manner o.f preparing and submitting manuscript. Also containing
featest book t1ver published, and there's millions (of fun) in it.
No. 20. HOW TO EJNTERTAIN AN EVEJNING PARTY.-.A. valuable information as to the neatness, legibility and general com1ery valuable little book just published. A complete compendium position of manuscript, essential to a successful author. By Prince
of games, sports, card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable ·Hiland.
~r---Paot'foi g.r(drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the - No. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR.-A won·
derful book, containing useful and practical information in the
money than any book published.
No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAMES.-A complete and useful little treatment of ordinary diseases and ailments common to every
book, containing the rules and regulations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in useful and effective recipes for general complaints.
backgammon, croquet: dominoes, etc.
N~. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS .A.ND COINS.-ConNo. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.-Containing all
the leading conundrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches taining valuable information regarding the collecting and arranging
stamps and coins. Handsomely illustrated.
of
and witty sayings.
1
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETEOTIVE.-By Old King Brady,
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-A complete and bandy little
~o!r, giving the rules and full directions for playing Euchre, Crib- the world-known detective. In which he lays down some valuable
age, Casino, Fort:v·Five, Ronnce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, and sensible rules for beginners, and also relates some adventures
uction Pitch, All Fours, and many other popular games of cards. and experiences of well-known detectives.
No. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER.-ContainNo. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Containing over. three bun·
ed interesting puzzles and conundrums. with key to same. A ing useful information regarding the Camera and how to work it;
also bow to make Photographic Magic Lantern Slides and other
plete book. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
Transparencies. Handsomely illustrated. By Captain W. De W.
·
Abney.
ETIQUETTE.
No. {(" \OW TO BECOME A WEST POINT MILITARY
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.-lt
full explanations bow to gain admittance,
a great life secret, and one that every young man desires to know CADET.--.... "ltaining
course of Study, Examinations, Duties, Staff of Officers, Post
about. There's happiness in it.
Fire Department, and all a boy should
Regulations,
Police
Guard,
No. 33. HOW TO BEJHA VE.-Containing the rules and etiquette
and written by Lu Senarens, author
good society alfd the easiest and most approved methods of ap- know to be a Cadet. a Compiled
to Become Naval Cadet."
ring to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church, and of "How
No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL OADET.-Complete inthe drawing-room.
structions of how to gain admission to the Annapolis Naval
Academy. Also containing the course of instruction, description
DECLAMATION.
grounds and buildings, historical sketch. and everything a boy
. 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF RECITATIONS. of
know to become an officer in the United States 'Navy. Com·
ntaining the most popular sele"tions in use, comprising Dutch i?houldand
written by Lu Senarens, author of "How to Become at
t, 1 French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled
Military Cadet."
Point
West
any standard readings.
I

PRICE 10 CENTS EACH, OR 3 FOR 25 CENTS.
Address FRA K TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union Square, New York.
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me and ·Fortune Wbtib1J

I

STORIES OF BOYS WHO MAKE MONEY
By A SELF- MAD E MAN

32 Pages of Reading Matter

Handsome Colored Covers

•• ••

A New One Issued Every Friday

I''

This Weekly contains inter esting stories of smart boys, who win fame and fortune by their ability to take advantage or
passing opportunities. Some of these stories ar e founded on true incidents in the lives of our most successful .self-made
men, and show how a boy of pluck, p~rseverance and brains can become famous .and wealthy. Every one of tpis se~
contains a good mor~l tone which makes " Fame and Fortune Weekly " a magazme for the home, although ea4 numbU'
is replete with exciting adventures. The stories are the very best obtainable, the illustrations are by expert artists, aif.
every effort is constantly being made to make it the best weekly on the news stands. Tell your friends about it. ll
.ALREADY PUBLISHED.

1 A Lucky?neal ; or, The Cutest Boy in Wall Street.
2 Bom to Good Luck ; or, The Boy Who Succeeded.

3 A Corner in Corn; or, How a Chicago Boy Did the Trick
4 A Game of Chance; or, The Boy Who Won Out.

5 Hard to Beat ; or, The Cleverest Boy in Wall Street.
6 Building a Railroad; or, The Young Contractors of Lakeview.
7 Winning His Way; or, The Youngest Editor in Green
River.
I

8 The Wheel of Fortune ; or, The Record of a Self-Made
Boy.
9 Nip and Tuck ; or, The Young Brokers of Wall Street.

10 A Copper Harvest; or, The Boys WhoWorked a Deserted
Mine.
11 A Lucy Penny ; or, The Fortunes of a Boston Boy.
,,
12 A Diamond in the Rough ; or, A Brave Boys Start In Life.
13 Baiting the Bears ; or, The Ne~vjest Boy in Wall Street.
14 A Gold Brick; or, The Boy Who Could Not be Downe .
15 A Streak of Luck; or, The Boy Who Feathered His Ne15t
16 A Good Thing; or, The. Boy Who Made a Fortune.
17 King of the Market; or, The Youngest Trader in Wall
Street.
18 Pure Grit ; or, One Boy in a Thousand.

F or sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on r eceipt of price, 5 cents per copy, in money or postage stamps, b y

PBANX TOUSEY, Publisher,

1

24 Union Squa.re, New Yc:... k-;--

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS
of our Libraries and cannot procure them from n ewsdealer s, they can be obtained from this office direct. Cut out and flll
in the following Order Blank and send it to us with the price of the books you want and we will send them to you by ret urn mail.
POSTAGE STAMP S TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.
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FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, ·24 Union Square, New York.
.' . ... ... ... : ..... .. . . . ... . 190
DEAR SIR-Enclosed find . . .... cents for which please send me:
~
,••.. copies of 'YORK AND WIN, Nos .. .. . .......... . · .. . ... .. .... . . · · .· .. ··· '. ·· ·· · · ·· ·· ······ · ···· ·.
"
" WIJ,,D WES'l' WEEKLY, Nos ....... ... ... .. ... . ............ .... ...... . . . ....... .. .. ...• ;
"
" THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76, Noe .. ... ....... . .. .. ... . ....... . ... . .. .. . . . . ....... ...•.• "
" PLUCK AND LUCK. Nos .... . . . . ..... .. . .. .... .. . .. . ....... . . . ........... · t . .. ...... . . ~
"
" SECRET SERVICE, Nos. .. ... . .......... . ...... . ... . ......... . .. . . . ..' . .. . ..... .. . ...... .Je
'' '' FRANK l\iANLEY'S WEEKLY, Nos .. .. . . ........ .. .. . .... . .. . .. . . . . ... .. . . . . . .... ... 1y~r
"
" F A}.IE AND FORTUNE WEEKLY, Nos . . . . ....... .. ...... .. . .... : . . . ..... . . .......... ,Jug
''
"THE YOUNG ATHLETE'S WEEKLY, Nos .. ..... . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . ....... . . . . . . ...... . .• :~:
"
" Ten-Cent Hand Books, Nos .... . .... . . . . .. . . .. . . . ....... ..... .. . .. . ..... .. ..... .. •• ••• ;e~
N11me . .... . .... ..• .. ... •..... . . Street and No. .. . ... . . . .. . ..... .. Town . . ... . .... State . . .. . . .. . . . .. , ,
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